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I . T Y P I C A L F O E M S O F M O D I F I C A T I O N .
THAT there were occasionally to be found in the Annelids
irregularities in the serial repetition of the rings seems to have
been known to several of the earlier writers on descriptive and
systematic zoology. The fact did not attract more than a
passing attention, and such irregularities were relegated to
that waste-heap of abnormalities from which subsequent in-
vestigation has often drawn valuable material.
Simultaneously in 1892 two articles appeared dealing with
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these abnormal conditions, one by C. J. Cori (13), and the
other by the present writer (33). Both writers pointed out
the general interest attached to these modifications, and their
importance for an interpretation of the general problem of
metamerism. Subsequently a third paper appeared (10), re-
cording the presence of similar abnormalities in many groups
of Annelids, but without making any attempt to solve the
problem itself.
My own paper was only a preliminary notice, and until the
present time I have not had an opportunity of fully describing
the material that I had at that time already accumulated,
studied, and drawn. The present paper attempts to give a
full consideration of the facts only touched on before, and to
extend over a wider field the conclusions reached.
The modification of the rings, segments, or metameres of
the Annelid fall into two general classes,—not, however,
sharply separated from one another.
The first of these I shall speak of as the compound metamere,
in contradistinction to the normal or simple metamere. In
the earlier paper the shorter term " split metamere" was
used, although it was there pointed out that the term was
misleading.
The other type of modification may be spoken of as the
spiral metamere or spiral modification, or briefly as the spiral.
The simplest case of the compound metamere is represented
by the diagram on PI. 40, fig. I, A, B, C. Fig. I, A, is a dorsal
view of a compound segment. The segment is double on the
right side, normal on the left. Fig. I, B, is the same, turned
over so as to be seen from below, showing a similar doubling
below on the same (right) side of the body. Fig. I, c, repre-
sents the compound segment as opened along the " split." It
is conceived to be transparent, and the dotted line to represent
the lower surface outlines. The general appearance is that a
metamere has been split into two on one side of the body, but
has retained on the other side its normal structure. The
question at once arises, are we dealing here with a case of
division of a metamere on one side of the body, or is it a case
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of three half-metameres united together? I t is one of the
aims of the paper to answer this question.
To the other class of modifications belong the spirals, one of
the simplest of which is shown in fig. VII , A, B, C. The spiral
is produced by a combination of two half-compound metameres,
i. e. one metamere is " s p l i t " below, but the same one is
normal above. The next metamere is split above and on the
same side of the body, but not below. The posterior arm of
the anterior half-compound metamere is continuous at the
side with the anterior arm of the posterior (upper) half-com-
pound metamere. The same fact may be stated in a different
and perhaps a clearer way. A half-metamere on the right
side of the body unites in the mid-line below with a metamere
in front of it, and above with a metamere behind it, fig.
VII , c. We have formed as a result of this arrangement one
more half-metamere on the right side of the body than on the
left side, as is best shown by the construction in fig. VII , c.
We may proceed to study more in detail the many kinds of
modification that group themselves around these two types.
We shall find that nearly all of the geometrical combinations
conceivable are to be found in the worms themselves.
Category i, fig. I , A, B/C,—This form has already been
described as the type. I t is equally common on the right and
left sides of the body.
Category ir, fig. I I , A, B, C (above, below, and reconstructed,
as seen from above).—In this form one (above) of the lines of
the split turns to one side (posteriorly) to fuse with the septal
line. This leaves, as shown in the reconstruction, a free end
forming a modification of the compound metamere. This
modification may appear either on the right or left side of
the body, and the free end may occur above or below, anteriorly
or posteriorly.
Category in , fig. I l l , A, B, C.—By a simple shifting of the
lines in the last form we pass to the third category. Here
both of the lines of the extra half-segment turn towards the
same septal division, and we have formed an intercalated half-
metamere,
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The variations of this category are formed by the lines
turning both anteriorly or both posteriorly, and on the right
or left side of the body. In reality the half-segment is simply
intercalated between two perfect segments; and when we speak
of the lines turning either forward or backward we only imply
that the intercalated piece has encroached more on the one or
the other segment.
Category iv, fig. IV, A, B, C.—Here three half-segments of
one side unite with one half-segment, of the opposite side, so
that the right side appears to be " split" by two incomplete
divisions into three half-segments. This may be called a
double compound metamere. Variations arise owing to the
depth to which the incomplete lines (splits) pass towards the
middle line. A combination of this form (really only a half-
double compound) with others is shown in PI. 40, fig. XIV.
This same modification may be carried a step further, and in
one case I found four half-metameres of one side united to
one of the opposite. See PI. 42, fig. 47.
Category v, fig. V, A, B, C.—Here on the upper side appear
two compound segments—one on the right side, the other
on the left. On the lower surface, B, two perfect metameres
are found. By tracing the division lines between these seg-
ments from the lower to the upper side we see the result is
brought about by the failure of these two septal lines to meet
above ; each turns somewhat to one side. The reconstruction
shows that a middle connective is left to unite the two seg-
ments above. This is brought about by the fusion above of
the middle of the right posterior segment with the left anterior.
The variations are few. The incomplete meeting may take
place either above or below, and the lines turn anteriorly or
posteriorly.
Category vi, fig. VI, A, B, C.—The arrangement found here
may be produced from fig. v by extending the free ends of the
segment lines till the one meets the segment in front, and the
other the one behind. A reconstruction of such a figure
gives the spiral shown in fig. VI, c. This spiral form terminates
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both anteriorly and posteriorly in free ends. The two meta-
meres involved take two complete turns around the body.
Variations of this (like those of category v) readily suggest
themselves.
Category vn, fig. VII, A, B, C.—This spiral form has been
already described as a type of the spiral.
Category vm,fig. VIII , A, B, C.—On the upper side are two
half-compound segments opening in opposite directions (A).
On the lower side three normal segments are present (B).
The reconstruction (c) shows that the posterior arm of the
first half-compound segment takes a complete turn around the
body, and then unites with the second half-compound segment
as its anterior arm. The spiral involves three segments.
The middle of the three, instead of forming its proper union
above, unites above on the right side with the segment
anterior to it, and on the left side and above with the segment
posterior to it.
The variations of this form consist in having the union
above or below, on the right and on the left, or on the left
and on the right side.
Category ix, fig. IX, A, B, C.—This form is merely a longer
spiral than that of category vu. The spiral turns one and a
half times around the body, beginning and ending as in vu.
Three segments on one side of the body correspond to four on
the opposite.
This process may theoretically be continued through an
indefinite number of segments, but generally a few turns
suffice to bring the spiral to a close. The most extreme case
that I have found involved twelve and a half turns to the
spiral (PI. 41, fig. 26).
Category x, fig. X, A, B, C.—This spiral is an extension of
that of category vm. It involves a greater number of meta-
meres, and in consequence the spiral is longer. Two turns
are taken around the body.
In both categories ix and x all the variations found possible
for VIII and ix are here applicable.
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Fig. XI, A, B, shows a further extension of vm, with three
turns.
There are several combinat ions of the preceding categories
that are possible, and some of these I have found. It is not
particularly important to discuss these possibilities, as they all
reduce back to forms already described. As an example,
however, one such is given in fig. XII, A, B, C ; the reconstruc-
tion, c, sufficiently explains the conditions. It will be noted
that five half-segments of one side correspond to three of the
opposite.
Whenever a double half-compound metamere is introduced
a more complicated form of spiral results (see fig. XIV, and
PI. 42, fig. 47, at x1). This causes a double spiral, i.e. two
spirals, to take a parallel course, as shown in fig. XIV. One or
both of the spirals may end in a half-compound metamere—
both so end in fig. XIII . This reconstruction will, I think,
sufficiently explain the conditions, so that a further description
would be superfluous.
The double spiral may be formed in other ways. Two suc-
cessive compound metameres may be introduced in such a way
that a new spiral is started along with the one already present.
Such cases are shown in fig. XIII , and in fig. 47, PI. 42, at
x
2
. Several variations of these combinations suggest them-
selves, and several have been found amongst the worms, but
the discussion of these variations would not add materially to
the former cases, and may be omitted. Even a triple spiral
was found in one case, as shown in fig. 47 at x2. It was of
short duration, owing to the introduction of compound meta-
meres in such a way that the spirals were quickly absorbed.
Lastly, the series of compound metameres, double and
triple spirals shown in fig. 47, PI. 42, were all drawn from
the same worm. We find 134 half-metameres on the right
side and 118 half-metameres on the left. In all there were
fifty-two perfect rings, and the numbers in the plate between
consecutive groups of compound metameres, spirals, &c, in-
dicate the number of perfect rings in that locality. An exa-
mination of this reconstruction will show how far it is possible
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for the variations—abnormalities—to be present, and the worm
still be able to reach sexual maturity. In another worm con-
taining many abnormalities there were 131 half-metameres on
the right side of the body and 139 on the left side. In all
there were seventy-nine normal rings. The number of half-
rings in these worms is noticeably very large as compared with,
the normal number. It should also be noticed that the
abnormalities are not confined to any one part of the body,
but scattered throughout the whole length of the worm.
We may now study the relative proportion in which
the different modifications, described above, are found. In a
lot of 318 worms 218 were found to be normal externally with
respect to the metameres, and 100 abnormal. This is in the
proportion of 1 to 2*18, or in general one worm of every three
was abnormal.
In the same worm there often occurred more than a single
abnormality. Thus in the above 100—
With . . 1 abnormality . . . 6 5
„ . 2 abnormalities . . . 1 6
. 3 „ . . . 1 0
„ more than 3 „ . . . 9
100
An examination of the material shows that there is practi-
cally no difference in the number of compound metameres on
the right as compared with the left side of the body.
The examination shows, however, that a much larger
number of " splits " are present on the dorsal surface of the
body than on the ventral surface. In a compound metamere
we have a split above for one below, but in such spirals as
shown in figs, VIII , x, &c, we have two above and none below,
and such spirals have their "spl i t s" on the dorsal surface in
the greater number of cases. I regard this as important, as it
gives a clue to the solution of the problem.
An examination of the material shows that there are thirty-
two cases of spirals beginning and ending above (category VIII) ,
and only one case of a spiral beginning and ending below.
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There were ten cases of failure of lines to meet above as in
categories v and vi. No cases below.
There were twenty-five cases of spirals beginning above or
below, and ending on the same side of body—below or above.
Amongst these twenty-five cases there were fifteen that began
above and ended below, and ten that began below and ended
above. If we compare the data of the thirty-two cases with
the twenty-five cases we find that we have ninety-nine cases
where the split was on the dorsal surface, and twenty-five
cases where the split appeared on the ventral surface.1 That
is to say, there were nearly four times as many cases of false
unions above as below.
If we arrange the different forms of abnormalities found
under the categories given in the preceding section, we find
the relative proportion of the abnormalities in the 100 abnor-
mal worms to be as follows. In this count no difference is
made as to whether an abnormality occurred once or twice on
the same worm. It is based on the results of all abnormalities
found present.
Category I, II . . . . . 4 2
iv 1
„ v, vi. . . . . 10
i » ™ 30]26
I „ i x 6 J
V I H . . . . . 1 6 - \
x 8 [ 32
xi, &c. 8J
Mixed forms too irregular for classification . 11
1
 These numbers were derived from the data given above as follows:
32 (spirals beginning and ending above) . x 2 = 64
15 ( „ „ above and ending below). = 15
10 ( „ „ below and ending above). = 1 0
10 (cases where lines failed to meet above) . = 10
99
15 (spirals beginning above and ending below). = 1 5
10 ( „ „ below and ending above) . = 10
35
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I I . VARIATIONS IN THE POSITION OF THE REPRODUCTIVE
ORGANS.
With the hope of throwing additional light on the modifica-
tions in the arrangement of the metameres, I was led to
examine carefully those cases where the false arrangement
occurred in the segments anterior to the fifteenth. Here
there are definite landmarks, viz. on the outside are the
openings of the vasa deferentia, oviducts, and seminal re-
ceptacle, and on the inside are the organs belonging respectively
to these openings. The openings of the vasa deferentia on
the fifteenth segment are the only ones of these openings that
are readily and with certainty to be made out, so that I have
confined my study largely to the modifications in the position
of these openings. When we come to study the internal
arrangement of the organs, then the position of ovaries and
seminal receptacles will also be considered.
In utilising the fifteenth segment as a point of departure, it
was first necessary to determine whether this was in reality a
fixed point. In a lot of 799 worms, twenty were found with
the vasa deferentia opening abnormally. In twelve cases of
the twenty the openings were on the same segment, but this
was not their normal segment (fifteenth). In six cases the
openings (right and left) were not on the same segment. In
two cases the openings were doubled on one side or the other.
To summarise:
A. Openings on the same segment, but not on the 15th . 12
B. Right and left openings, not on the same segment . 6
c. Openings doubled on one side . . . . 2
A. The following table records the openings of the vasa
deferentia in the first category.
No. of Worms.
1 . . vasa deferentia opened on 10th metamere.
1 „ ,, Hth
2 » „ 12th
4 „ „ 14th „
4 „ „ 16th
12
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In those cases in which the openings of the vasa deferentia
occur on a segment anterior to the 15th metamere, we may
be dealing with a case of incomplete regeneration of the ante-
rior metameres. In fact, in the first case given there was
evidence for believing that the anterior end had just regene-
rated, and even the second case gave slight evidence of the
same thing. That all of the cases can be explained in this
way is, I think, highly improbable. We find, as the table
shows, the greatest variation on each side of the 15th meta-
mere, pointing in favour of individual egg variation rather
than regeneration. This view is also strongly supported by
an examination of the internal conditions. Again, those cases
recorded above in c and D show conclusively that the openings
of the vasa deferentia may shift, and in these cases regenera-
tion is largely out of the question.
In order, however, to satisfy myself completely, i.e. experi-
mentally, on this point, I tried by (artificially) cutting off the
anterior metameres of a large number of worms to determine
what proportion of these regenerated the full number of
anterior metameres. The results are given in a later section.
B. There were six cases out of the twenty in which the
openings of the vasa deferentia were in different metameres of
the same worm. These are figured in PI. 42, figs. 48—58.
In the first case, fig. 48, the 15th metamere has on its right
side (left of figure seen from below) an opening of the vas
deferens. The left side of the 15th has no opening, but on
the 16th metamere of that side occurs the opening of the left
vas deferens. One such case is recorded.
In fig. 49 another variation is found. Here the 15th meta-
mere has on the left side of the body its proper opening, but
there is no opening on the right side of that segment. On
the 16th metamere, however, and on the right side, the right
vas deferens opens. Four such cases are recorded.
In fig. 50 we find that the right side of the 15th metamere
has an opening, but not the left side. On the 14th metamere
we find the opening of the left vas deferens. One such case is
recorded.
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There can be no doubt but that an examination of a larger
number of worms would show other combinations, but these
are sufficient to show that variations in the position of the
vasa deferentia do occur.
c. Two worms in this lot showed a doubling of the openings
of the vasa deferentia on one side.
In fig. 51 we find on the 15th metamere a pair of openings,
right and left; but in addition to these we find on the left side
of the 16th segment another opening of a vas deferens.
In fig. 52 we find the 15th metamere with its pair of
openings, the right somewhat enlarged. On the left side of
the 14th metamere another opening is present, as shown in
the figure.
Dissections were made of nearly all of the worms recorded
in categories A, B, C. There is always the possibility of mis-
takes when only surface views are examined, but fortunately
in all cases recorded the evidence from internal structure has
supported the conclusion from the external appearance. More-
over additional data of considerable interest has, I think, been
gained.
We may examine first the results of dissections of worms
in which the paired openings of the vasa deferentia are on
some other segment than the 15th.
No. 1. Openings of the vasa deferentia on the 10th meta-
mere, fig. 53. The ovaries were present two metameres in
front of the vasa deferentia openings, i.e. the ovaries were in
the 8th metamere. All of the other parts of the reproductive
system were present and normally developed. The brain
appeared in the 1st metamere.
No. 2. Openings of the vasa deferentia on the 11th meta-
mere. Only one ovary was found in the 9th metamere (left
side) ; the other probably lost in the process of dissection.
No. 3. Openings of the vasa deferentia on the 12th meta-
mere. The ovaries were found in the 10th metamere, fig. 54.
The first segment seemed incompletely regenerated.
No. 4. Openings of the vasa deferentia on the 14th
metamere, fig. 55. The ovaries in the 12th metamere.
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Seminal receptacles in the 8th and 9th metameres. In
another worm similarly modified the ovaries were also present
in the 12th metamere.
No. 5. Openings of the vasa deferentia on the 16th meta-
mere. The ovaries were present in the 14th metamere.
We may next examine those cases where the openings of
the vasa deferentia are, right and left, on consecutive meta-
meres.
No. 6. Three worms were dissected in which the r ight vas
deferens opened on the 15th metamere, and the left on the
16th, figs. 56 and 57 (projections from above). In two of the
three worms the ovaries showed a similar variation, appearing
on the 13th (right) and 14th (left) metameres,—that is, each
two segments in front of its corresponding vas deferens. In
the third worm both ovaries appeared in the same metamere,
viz. the 13th.
No. 7. Two cases recorded with the left vas deferens
opening on the 15th metamere, and the right on the 16th.
The ovaries varied correspondingly, and were found in the 13th
(left) and the 14th (right) metameres (see fig. 58). The seminal
receptacles showed a similar displacement, and were found in
the 9th and 10th (left) and 10th and 11th (right) metameres.
No. 8. The worm drawn in fig. 52 in which the left vas
deferens is doubled (14th and 15th metameres) was dissected,
and a corresponding doubling of the ovaries of the same side
was found.
No. 9. In another case of doubling the vasa deferentia of
the right side opened on the 16th and 17th metameres; that
of the left side was single and appeared on the 16th metamere
(fig. 59). The ovaries varied also, appearing in the 13th and
14th metameres of the right side, and in the 14th of the left
side. The variation here is not the same in the ovaries and
vasa deferentia on the r igh t s ide, for if the ovaries had
varied to correspond they would have appeared in the 14th
and 15th metameres of the right side.
No. 10. The paired openings of the vasa deferentia are
found on the 15th metamere. In addition there is another
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opening on the left side of the 16th. The ovaries are found
in the 13th metamere (fig. 60, A) .
No. 11. The paired openings of the vasa deferentia are
found on the 15th metamere. On the left side of the 14th
there is an additional opening. One pair of ovaries are found
in the 13th (fig. 60, B).
No. 12. One case of doubling is recorded for L . t e r r e s -
t r is (the preceding cases were all for L. foetidus) (fig. 74,
A, 74, B). The opening of the right vas deferens is doubled, and
opens both on the 15th and 16th metameres. The left only
appears on the 15th. Dissection showed both ovaries present
in the same segment and not doubled. The dissection shows
also the course taken by the vasa deferentia (fig. 74, B) ; and
we find a single vas deferens on the right side that supplies
both openings of that side.
I regret that on account of the difficulty in dissecting out
the vasa deferentia in L. foetid a I did not get further evi-
dence as to the method of doubling of the external openings in
those worms.
III . ABNORMALITIES IN FRONT OF OK INCLUDING THE 15TH
SOMITE.
In a lot of 799 worms, (L. foetidus), twenty, as recorded in
the preceding section, showed abnormalities in the position of
the openings of the vasa deferentia. In this same lot, after
the removal of these twenty (leaving 779), there were thirty-
two worms with abnormalities in front of or including the
15th metamere. This is in the proportion of 1 : 24.
In 1893 I again collected material in order to obtain a
larger number of abnormalities in the anterior ends of the
worms. From 957 worms eighteen were found showing modifi-
cations of the anterior metameres. This is in the proportion
of 1 : 53.
The material from these two sources, with a few additions
from other lots of worms, has been brought together and
figured in Pis. 41 and 42.
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The modifications may be classified under the following
categories :
A. Part of a metamere compressed.
B. Failure of external septal lines to meet.
C. Spirals in front of the 15th metamere.
D. Spiral involving the 15th metamere.
E. Results of the introduction of compound metameres.
A. Pla te 41 , figs. 1—3.
In fig. 1, A B, the 4th metamere is not fully developed on
the right side of the body. The ring is narrower, and has less
pigment on the right side. The vasa deferentia open on the
16th metamere, as shown in B.
Fig. 2, A B, shows another worm with the 2nd metamere
similarly modified. The vasa deferentia open on the 15th
metamere.
Fig. 3, A B, shows the 5th metamere reduced on the left
side. The vasa deferentia open on the 16th metamere.
Conclusion.—It is not a little surprising to find in two of
the three cases where an anterior metamere is partially unde-
veloped, that the openings of the vasa deferentia have shifted
one segment posteriorly. The data are too small to lead to any
definite conclusion.
B. P la te 41 , figs. 4—11.
In fig. 4 we see that the line of division between the 9th and
10th metameres failed to meet exactly on the upper surface.
The vasa deferentia opened normally, if we count the 9th and
10th as true metameres.
In fig. 5 the line between the 5th and 6th metameres failed
to meet above. Vasa deferentia normal.
In fig. 6 the line between the 4th and 5th metameres failed
to meet. Vasa deferentia normal.
In fig. 7 the line between the 3rd and 4th metameres failed
to meet. Vasa deferentia normal.
In fig. 8 the line between the 13th and 14th metameres
failed to meet.
In fig. 9 the line between the 12th and 13th, and in fig. 10
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the line between the 11th and 12th. In these last three cases
all failures were above, and in all the vasa deferentia were
normal.
In fig. 11 the line between the 1st and 2nd failed to meet
below ; in fig. 12 between 13th and 14th below. In fig. 13
the line between the 5th and 6th metameres failed to meet at
the sides. Both in figs. 11 and 13 the vasa deferentia were
normal, but in fig. 12 there were indications of an additional
opening on the left side of the 16th metamere.
Conclusion.—In nine out of the ten cases the position of
the openings of the vasa deferentia were not affected by the
•failure to meet of metameres anterior to the openings, nor was
a shifting to be expected on a pr ior i grounds, since the modi-
fication is clearly only a lack of perfect union between the
right and left half-metameres (fig. 13 perhaps excepted).
Kg. 12 is, then, a case of doubling of the openings of one
side, like those described in the last section, and can have
nothing to do with the lack of perfect union of the more
anterior segments.
It is noticeable that in seven out of these ten cases the
imperfect union is on the dorsal surface. In only two cases is
it found below, and in one at the side. We will return to a
consideration of the point at another time.
C. Figs. 14—19, 20—26.
Two cases are to be considered under this head : 1st, those
in which the spiral introduces no new half-metameres on
either side; 2ndly, those cases where a new half-metamere is
introduced in front of the 15th metamere, so that one half of
15 becomes united to 16 (15—16), and the other half that
remains is united to half of 14 (15—14).
1st case.—In fig. 14 a spiral is found involving the 7th,
8th, and 9th metameres. It belongs to category vnr (PI. 40,
fig. vm). No new half-metameres are introduced, and the
vasa deferentia open on their normal (15th) metamere.
In fig. 15 a similar spiral involves the 12th, 13tb, and 14th
metameres. Vasa deferentia as before, normal.
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In fig. 16 a similar spiral involves the 11th, 12th, and 13th
metameres. Vasa deferentia normal.
In fig. 17 a spiral is present that involves the 12th, 13th,
and 14th metameres. The lower end of the figure (posterior
end of the spiral) turns to one side and ends in a point. The
openings of the vasa deferentia were not apparent on the
surface, but dissection showed the ovaries were in the 13th
metamere, that is within the spiral. Presumably, then, the
vasa deferentia were also in their proper metamere.
In fig. 18 a longer spiral involves the 6th, 7th, 8th, and
9th metameres. The spiral belongs to category x (PI. 40,
fig. x). This form does not introduce any extra half-meta-
meres, and we find the vasa deferentia normal in position.
In fig. 19 a similar (reversed) spiral is found. It includes
the 11th, 12th, 13th, and 14th metameres. The vasa defe-
rentia open normally.
Conclusion.—In these six cases where a spiral is intro-
duced in front of the 15th metamere the position of the
openings of the vasa deferentia is not affected. No better
demonstration is needed to show that the spiral is due simply
to a rearrangement of the segments involving their union
across the middle line. It will also be noticed that in all of
these cases the false union is made on the dorsal side of the
worm.
2nd case.—In fig. 20, A, B, C, are drawn the upper and
lower surfaces of a worm, and (in c) a reconstruction of the
spiral. The 2nd, 3rd, and 4th metameres are involved, and
an extra half-metamere (3rd) is introduced upon the left side
of the body. The modification belongs to category vu
(PI. 40, fig. vn). We find corresponding to this intercalation
that the openings of the vasa deferentia are affected, aud
appear on different but consecutive segments. Each, however,
opens on its own 15th half-metamere. In other words, the
15th half-metameres still develop their proper reproductive
openings, and in consequence of an interpolated half-metamere
in the spiral anteriorly the two openings do not fall into the
same metamere.
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In fig. 21, A, B, c, a somewhat similar spiral involves the
9th, 10th, and 11th metameres, and also introduces an extra
half-metamere on the left side. The external openings of the
vasa deferentia were not found, but dissection showed that the
ovaries were present in consecutive segments, i.e. each in the
13th half-metamere of its side. The explanation is the same
as in the last case.
In fig. 22, A, B, c, we find a spiral belonging to category
ix (PI. 40, fig. ix). An extra half-segment is introduced.
Nevertheless the openings of the vasa deferentia seemed both
present on the same ring (metamere). This metamere is made
up of the 15th half-metamere of one side and the 16th half-
metamere of the other. In fig. 23, A, B, C, D, are shown two
modifications in the anterior end. The first of these is brought
about by an incomplete lateral union (c) of the line between
the 5th and 6th metameres. More posteriorly a spiral is intro-
duced that involves the 13th and 14th metameres. An extra
half-metamere, as shown in D, is introduced on the left side.
The external openings of the vasa deferentia were not seen.
Dissection showed that only one ovary was developed, and that
on the right side (or at least only one was found). This was
in its normal half-metamere. The seminal receptacles were in
their normal segments (9th and 10th), which showed that the
more anterior modification (failure of lines to meet) did not
affect subsequent metameres.
In fig. 24, A, B, c, a short spiral involving the 5th and 6th
metameres is present, and introduces an extra half-metamere
on the left side. External openings of vasa deferentia were
not found. Dissection showed that the ovaries were present
in the same segment (13th of one side, 14th of other side). I
could hot fully decide whether this case was due to a true in-
tercalation of a half-segment or to an overgrowth of the middle
line by the right half 6th metamere, due to an incomplete
dorsal growth of the left half 5th metamere. The latter inter-
pretation would be more in accordance with the presence of
the ovaries in the 13th—14th metamere, which would then be
only the 13th metamere. Moreover, as this is the only case
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recorded of such a modification, I think the latter interpreta-
tion is probably correct.
In fig. 25, A, Bj c, a rather complicated spiral involves the 10th,
11th, 12th, and 13th metameres, as shown in c. An additional
half-segment is introduced on the left side. Nevertheless both
of the openings of the vasa deferentia appear on the same seg-
ment (15th—14th).
Conclusions.—The number of worms recorded is too small
to give any conclusive data. In two cases (figs. 20,21), where
an extra half-segment is introduced, each opening of the vas
deferens is on its normal half-segment, and therefore on con-
secutive rings.
In two other cases (figs. 22, 25) the openings of the vasa
deferentia occur on the same ring (14th—15th in one case,
15th—16th in the other). In a third case only one ovary was
found (fig. 23), and in a fourth the nature of the spiral was
doubtful.
D. Figs. 26—32.
Two kinds of modification belong to this category: 1st,
those where the spiral passes through the 15th metamere;
and 2nd, those cases where the 15th metamere begins or ends
a spiral.
1st Case.—In fig. 26 is shown a dorsal view of a worm with
a spiral involving the 11th to the 24th metameres. The spiral
winds around the body thirteen times. The number of half-
segments is not increased by the spiral. Looking at the
lower surface of the worm the vasa deferentia are found on.
the 15 th metamere, and are in no way affected by the fact
that the metamere is part of a long spiral, and not a closed
ring.
In fig. 27, A, B, c, a spiral involves the 10th to the 16th meta-
meres. Looked at from below, B, the vasa deferentia are seen
on the 15th metamere. The reconstruction in c shows that
the 15th metamere is a part of the spiral, and still carries the
openings of the vasa deferentia.
In fig. 28 a spiral is found involving the 13th to the 24th
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metameres. The openings of the vasa deferentia were not
seen on the outside, but dissection showed the ovaries to be
present in the 13th metamere.
Conclusion.—In these three cases where the spiral in-
volves the 15th metamere the reproductive organs appear in
their normal half-metameres. In all of these cases the false
union of metameres that produces the spiral is above. The
lower surfaces of the half-metameres join one another as under
normal condition,—that is, the 14th below and ou the right
side joins the 14th, &c. On the dorsal side the reverse is
true,—that is, the 14th joins the 15th half-metamere, &c. As
the reproductive organs are in the lower part of the segment,
we would expect to find them still in their normal segment
(and not in any way modified), and this we do find in all cases
recorded.
2nd Case.—In fig. 29, A,B,C, a spiral is drawn involving the
14th, 15th, and 16th metameres. The spiral begins in the
14th half compound metamere (14—f£). The openings of the
vasa deferentia are present in their normal half-metameres.
In fig. 30, A,B,C, a spiral involves the 15th, 16th, and 17th
metameres. Here, as in the last case, the openings of the vasa
deferentia are not affected.
In fig. 31, A,B, a similar spiral involves the 15th, 16th, 17th,
and 18th metameres. Here a half compound metamere
(15—iJ>.), beginning the spiral, carries the openings of the vasa
deferentia on their normal 15th metamere.
In fig. 32, A, B, a spiral involves the 15th, 16th, and 17th
metameres. The openings of the vasa deferentia occur on
their normal metamere, which forms the anterior limb of the
half compound metamere (15—-ff) that begins the spiral.
Conclus ion.—In none of these last cases does the presence
of a half compound metamere involving the 15th metamere
affect the openings of the vasa deferentia.
G e n e r a l C o n c l u s i o n from C a t e g o r y D.—Nearly every
case points unmistakably to the conclusion that, however
falsely the segments may unite in front of the 15th metamere,
or so that the 15th metamere is involved in a spiral or half
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compound metamere, still the openings of the vasa deferentia
appear on their 15th half-metamere.
It is also very noticeable that in by far the larger majority
of cases the false unions of the metameres are on the dorsal
surface.
E. Figs. 33—46.
The results recorded in the preceding section are, as has
been said, fully in accord with the statement that, however
varied the union of the half-metameres across the median line
may be, still the openings of the vasa deferentia occur in most
cases on their normal (15th) half-metamere.
In the present category (E), where we should hope to find
this same relation to hold, the matter stands otherwise. In
only one case, viz. in that first given, does the anticipated
result follow. Many of the cases are unintelligible, or
nearly so.
I used in my earlier paper the first figure referred to above
to illustrate the explanation offered as to the value of the
compound metamere (there called the split metamere). I still
believe that it does this, but I was not then aware how much
in the minority, as far as numbers go, this modification really
is. I fear that by picking out this one case as an illustration
in my short preliminary communication I exaggerated the
value of the modifications as furnishing evidence of my view.
I was careful to state only that this was " one of the most in-
structive cases and gives us a clue by which to interpret
the split metamere." This statement I still think is true, but
by far the weightier evidence for my conclusion is now fur-
nished by the cases recorded in the preceding sections rather
than in this one.
PI. 41, fig. 33, A,B, shows the anterior end of a worm having
the 10th metamere compound (10—|f); there is, therefore,
one more metamere on one side of the body (the left) than on
the other. Correspondingly the openings of the vasa de-
ferentia are not on the same metamere, but on consecutive
ones. Each opening is on the 15th half-metamere of its side.
Each half-metamere has developed its normal structures, but
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owing to the shifting of the metameres, due to the introduc-
tion of an extra half-metamere, the halves of the 15th meta-
mere do not unite with one another.
In fig. 34 two modifications of the metameres are introduced
in front of the 15th metamere. Anteriorly the line between
the 4th and 5th metameres fails to meet above. The 7th
metamere is compound, so that an extra half-metamere is
introduced on one side (the left); nevertheless the two vasa
deferentia open on the same segment (16—15).
In fig. 35, A,B,C, we find again two separate modifications.
A small half of the 3rd metamere forms above a union with
half of the same segment on the right side, and below it is
wedged in between the 2nd and 4th metameres. Again, further
back a half-segment is introduced on the left side between the
8th and 10th metameres (or, if the more anterior extra half be
counted, between the 9th and 10th). The openings of the vasa
deferentia were not made out, but the ovaries occurred in
consecutive segments, i. e. on the 13th half-metamere of each
side if the more anterior half-metamere (3rd) is not counted.
If this was counted, then the ovaries would lie in the 14th
half-metamere of the left side, and in the 13th half-metamere
of the right side.
In fig. 36, A,B,C, a spiral1 is introduced that involves the 11th,
12th, and 13th metameres, as shown in c. An extra half-
metamere (12th) is introduced on the right side. The open-
ings of the vasa deferentia were not seen, but dissection showed
that the ovaries are in consecutive segments. In the left
side the ovary occurred in the 14th half-metamere, and on the
right side in the 16th half-metamere.
In fig. 37, A, B, the 12th metamere is compound, and we find
that the vasa deferentia open on correspondingly shifted meta-
meres. But, besides this, the openings of the right side of the
body have doubled, so that the 15th—16th metamere has two
openings, right and left.
In fig. 38, A, B, c (lateral), a half-metamere is introduced
between metameres 3 and 4. The openings of the vasa
1
 This case belongs to a preceding category, D.
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deferentia are on the same segment. (It seems to me very
doubtful whether the surface line of the 4th metamere is due
to a half-metamere introduced.)
In fig. 39, A,B,c, a compound
 tmetamere occurs on the 15th
segment (15—ffi). The opening of the right vasa deferentia
alone was visible on the exterior. The ovaries were found in
the 13th metamere.
In fig. 40, A,B, we find a spiral involving the 8th, 9th, and
10th metameres, introducing an extra half-metamere on the
right side.1 The vasa deferentia open, nevertheless, on the
same metamere (15th—16th). Another modification starts
at the 15th metamere, and involves a few more posterior
segments.
- In fig. 41, A,B,C, we find four compound metameres (see c),
followed by a spiral that involves segments immediately in
front of the region of the opening of the vasa deferentia.
Fifteen half-metameres of the right side correspond to twenty
of the left side. The openings of the vasa deferentia appear
on the same ring, and this ring is made up of the 16th half-
metamere of one side and the 21st half-metamere of the
other.
In fig.42, A,B,C, we find a compound metamere (3—•§•)* fol-
lowed by a complicated spiral (c) that involves the 14th to the
21st metameres. The openings of the vasa deferentia were not
seen on the outside. Unfortunately I have no records of the
dissection of this worm.
In fig. 43, A, B, c, we find two spirals and a compound meta-
mere in the anterior region. The openings of the vasa de-
ferentia occur in the last spiral. The opening on the left side
is in the 18th half-metamere, and on the right side in the 16th
metamere.
In fig. 44, A, B, a compound metamere (6—£) is first
found, followed by a spiral belonging to category vii, PI. 40,
fig. vn, and this followed by another compound metamere
(13—.i£). Three extra half-metameres are introduced on
the right side. The openings of the vasa deferentia are
1
 Belongs to another category, i. e. D,
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doubled on both sides. On the left side the openings are
found on the 15th and 16th half-metameres. On the right
side of the body the openings appear on the 20th and 21st
half-metameres.
Infig. 45, A,B,C, we find the 6th metamere somewhat reduced
on the left side. We have an intercalated half-segment (15th)
on the right side, followed by a spiral involving the 15th to the
19th metameres. The latter introduces an extra half-metamere
on the right side. The openings of the vasa deferentia were
not found. Dissection showed the ovaries in the 18th half-
metamere of the left side, and in the 2lst half-metamere of
the right side (in the half-metamere that follows the 18th on
the other side).
Tn fig. 46, A, B, c, an extremely modified anterior end of a
worm is drawn. As the reconstruction shows, many extra
metameres are introduced on the left side of the body. In
the exterior of the 24th and 25th left half-metameres swollen
areas seem to point to openings of the vasa deferentia, but
none appear on the right side. In the dissection of this
worm no ovaries could be found, and no data throwing any
light on its " make-up" were obtained.
Conclusion.—It is very difficult to reach any conclusion
in the face of so much conflicting evidence. It would seem
as though an intercalated segment might or might not aflFect
the position of the reproductive organs. If to get out of the
dilemma we assume that some of these cases are not due to
the intercalation of true half-metameres, but to unilateral
division of metameres, then other difficulties are encountered
as great or greater than those that appear on our first assump-
tion. It was only after the preceding pages were written and
the hopelessness of any explanation realised that a partial
solution—or what seems at first to be such—suggested itself
to me. Such cases as those drawn in figs. 41 and 46 might
be due to a r egene ra t i on in the adul t of a n t e r i o r me ta -
meres. We see that this might offer an easy escape from
thedilemma. It seemed also to explainwhythe segments in some
of these worms that carry the openings of the vasa deferentia
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and the ovaries are so far from the anterior end. Here more
segments might have regenerated than were lost.
Fortunately we are dealing with an hypothesis that could
be tested by experiment. I at once set to work to determine
whether or not the same number of segments reappeared when
the anterior ends were cut off. I also wished to find out
whether a greater number of modifications than in the average
worms were thus produced. A later section gives the result
of these experiences.
IV. STUDY OF EMBRYOS.
Capsules containing embryos of L. fcetidus were collected,
and the embryos killed immediately on their emergence from
the cocoon. Out of 170 embryos there were twenty-five that
showed abnormalities in the arrangement of the rings. This
is in the proportion of 1 to 5"2. In other words, there are
fewer cases of abnormalities in young worms than amongst
adults. In the latter the proportion was one to two.
This apparent contradiction finds its explanation in the fact
that the adults are often found regenerating lost metameres,
and proportionately the number of abnormalities in these
newly formed parts is greater than in the embryos. This will
be taken up more fully in another section.
The number of metameres in the young worms that have
just left the capsules depends to some extent, as the following
table shows, upon the size of the young worms. The size seems
to be in general connected with the number of embryos that
develop in the capsule. Amongst the worms in the same
capsule, however, there are variations in size, and we can only
make some such general statement as this, that where many
embryos are present in the same capsule they are each smaller
when they leave the cocoon than when fewer embryos are
present.
The following table indicates, in a rough way, the rela-
tion between the size of the embryos and the number of
metameres:
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Jo. 1
„ 2
, 3
,. 4
„ 5
» n .
,,7$
111 inetameres
102
100
85
85
(78
167
Size of Worm
Very large
Large.
t>
Small.
tt
Very small
Numbers 6 and 7 came from a capsule that contained 12 worms.
The following table gives the record of twelve young worms
(including those of the preceding table), showing the number
of metameres present:
No. 1
., 2
„ 3
„ 4
., 6
„ 6
„ 7
.. 8
» 9
.. 10
„ 11
„ 12
85
100
102
85
107
106
111
78
67
87
85
97
12 ) 1110
92-5
I attempted to determine whether the young worms that
had abnormalities came in proportionally larger numbers from
individual capsules. Capsules were also examined to see
whether the number of embryos in a capsule was a factor in
the production of abnormalities. This examination ought also
to show whether' the eggs from certain worms had a tendency
to produce abnormally joined metameres; if, for instance, in
all the capsules that contained a large number of embryos
many were abnormal, it would follow, with a great deal of pro-
bability, that the crowding (or smaller amount of food, &c.)
brought about (directly or indirectly) the result. If, on the
other hand, certain capsules, regardless of the number of
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worms present, showed a large percentage of abnormalities,
then the cause probably arose in the egg.
The following tables give the data that I have collected.
The number of recorded cases is smaller than I could have
wished, but the evidence is all in one direction and fairly con-
vincing. The capsules were isolated and the worms collected
as soon as they crawled out.
Number of embryos iu a capsule. Number of abnormal worms.
No. 1 . 6 . . . 1
2 . . 3 . . . 0
3 6 . . . 2
4 G . . . 0
5 . . 12 . . . . 1
6 . . 5 . . . 1
7 3 . . . 1
8 . . i . . . 0
9 . . 12 . . 1
10 . . 5 . . . 1
11 . 12 . . 1
12 . . 8 . . . 1
Conclusion.—In none of the capsules is there a prepon-
derance of abnormalities, nor does there seem to be any rela-
tion between the number of worms in a capsule and the
presence or absence of wrongly united metameres.
We must conclude that neither of the possible causes sug-
gested above is active in producing the abnormal embryos.
We get no clue from these data as to any outside forces
producing the result; and although we have not by any means
exhausted all the possibilities, still it seems not improbable
that in each particular case local internal conditions determine
the result.
All of the commoner forms of abnormalities recorded for the
adult worms are also found in the embryo. This applies to
abnormalities in the anterior part of the body as well as in
other parts. There are more abnormalities in the tail end
than in the head end.
A few typical abnormalities found in some of these embryos
(young worms just out of the capsule) are shown in PI. 42,
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figs. 75—78. In fig. 75, A, B, is drawn a compound metamere ;
in fig. 76, A, B, a spiral of category v n ; in fig. 77 a spiral of
category v m ; and in fig. 78 a longer spiral of category x.
A number of adult worms was examined, and the following
table shows the number of metameres in them. Mature worms
were chosen as far as possible.
. . . 101
. . . 102
. . . 92
. . . 85 (perhaps regenerating).
. . . 97
. . . 97
. . . 105
. . . 95
101
88 (probably regenerating).
No. 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
U
15
verage.
It will be seen, if we may judge by the figures given, that
few, if any, new segments are added to the worm after it leaves
the capsule.
Another count of 25 worms gave the following figures :—
99, 89, 85, 100, 90, 96, 95, 95, 97, 101, 101, 105, 101, 106,
88, 84, 88, 95, 100, 92, 100, 91, 105, 92, 96. These numbers
give an average of 99-6. If we combine this with the average
of the 15 cases given above (94*4) we get 97 for the average
number of segments of 40 worms.
92
85
97
84
95
15 ) 1416
V. ABNORMALITIES AT THE POSTERIOR END.
In one lot of 525 worms 40 were found showing newly
formed posterior ends due to regeneration.
In these 40 worms we find—
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A. Regenerated portion just beginning to show metanieres . 4
B. Regenerated portion normal . . . . 2
a. Number of new raetameres . . 6
*• „ . . 6
c. Regenerated portion having one abnormality . . 12
a. Number of new metameres . . 19
b. „ . . 6
c. „ „ . . 35
d. „ „ . . 16
e. „ „ . . 25
/ „ ., . . 3
g. ,, „ . . 4
h. „ „ . . 11
« „ . . 4
j . „ „ . . (several)
k. „ „ . . 15
1. „ . . 6
D. Regenerated portion with two abnormalities . . 6
(Number of new metameres not recorded.)
E. Regenerated portion with three abnormalities . . 4
p. Regenerated end with more than three abnormalities . 12
In D, E, and F the number of new segments was not counted,
but measurements were taken of the regenerated portions for
comparison with c, and were as follows :
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
c.
18 mm.
13 „
10 „
7 „
6 „
8 „
4 „
4 „
i
 it
2 „
2 „
2 „
12 ) 80 „
D.
26 mm.
21 „
21 „
16 „
8 „
8 „
6 ) 98 „
16i mm.
B.
27 mm.
26 „
9 „
8 „
4 ) 72 „
18 mm.
F.
25 mm.
25 „
25 „
22 „
22 „
21 „
19 „
14 „
14 „
13 „
12 „
12 „
12 ) 224 „
6$ mm. average length.
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These measurements show conclusively that the greater
number of new abnormalities occur not more frequently at the
beginning of the newly formed portion than throughout all the
later period of growth.
Summary.—In the 40 cases mentioned above 4 were not
well enough developed to furnish any data. In the 36 that remain
there were only two that did not show any abnormality, and it
is noticeable that each of these had only formed at the time a
few new segments (six each). We must conclude from the
data that about 18 worms out of every 19 would show abnor-
malities in the regenerated posterior end.
In these same worms the number of abnormalities in the
region of the body anterior to the regenerated end was recorded.
This gives us data to show whether the irregularities are due to
inherited peculiarities of the tissue or to the conditions acting
during regeneration. In the 12 cases recorded in c 9 were
normal in front of the regenerated portion, and 3 showed ab-
normalities,—that is, as 1 to 3. In the 6 cases recorded in D, 5
were normal in front and 1 abnormal (1 to 5).
In the 4 cases in E there were no abnormalities in front. In
the 12 cases recorded in F there were 2 cases unrecorded, and
the remaining 10 had no abnormalities in front.
To sum up, the evidence points unmistakably to the con-
clusion that the abnormalities found so frequently in regene-
rated portions are due to the conditions acting during regene-
tion (from within or from without), and in no way connected
with an hereditary tendency to be more abnormal in one case
than in another. That is to say, the tissues of a worm that has
developed normally from the egg are just as apt to develop
irregularly in regenerating as are the tissues that have de-
veloped irregularities during embryonic growth. Heredity
seems to have nothing to do with causing the abnormalities.
In fact, one might say that the tissues inherit a strong tendency
to regenerate normal metameres, but the means at command
are so imperfect that abnormal results are frequent.
Will the large proportion of abnormalities present in regene-
rated worms, taken in connection with the number of worms found
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regenerating naturally, account for the difference between
adults and embryos ? We have seen the number of worms
found showing regenerated (and regenerating) posterior ends
to be 1 in every 13 (1 to 12); therefore in a lot of 225 we
should expect to find 19 worms having new posterior ends. In
our lot of 225 worms we found 100 abnormal worms. If we
deduct from this 100 the number of those that should have
regenerated tails (19), we should have 81 cases remaining.
The proportion would then be 81 to 225, or 1 to 2'8 (approxi-
mately 1 to 3). We found, however, that the proportion of
abnormal to normal embryos in A. foetida was only 1 to 5.
The difference that is still found is probably due to several
causes, and these are not in the least of a hypothetical nature.
Firstly, after a time a new regenerated end cannot be distin-
guished from the rest of the body. Secondly, a small per-
centage of regeneration must also take place in the anterior
end. Thirdly, the difficulty of seeing the abnormalities in
the embryos is much greater than in the adult, and defects
may have occasionally escaped even a careful examination.
Fourthly, the data is drawn from too small a number of cases
to make an exact agreement very probable, even if it did exist.
In the light of these conditions I think the closeness of the
result is as near as could be expected.
A number of worms were examined in which the posterior
end of the body was regenerating, to see if any could be found
in which the tip of the " ta i l " showed, in process of formation,
modifications of the typical arrangement. Several were found,
a few of which are drawn in PL 43, figs. 79—81.
The first of these (fig. 79, A, B, C) shows a compound metamere
in process of formation from the terminal piece or telson. On
the side that forms the " split" the telson is proportionately
longer than on the other.
In fig. 80, A, B, c, the end of the body is very much modified,
and a spiral is in process of formation. The reconstruction (c)
shows sufficiently the conditions present.
In fig. 81, A, B, c, another modi6cation is present. Above and
on one side of the telson the outline of a metamere is seen, while
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below this line only extends a third across. Whether this
would ultimately form a complete ring, or whether we have
here the beginning of a spiral starting with a half-compound
metamere below, is uncertain.
Several vertical longitudinal sections were made through
these " tails," but no additional information was gained from
the sections. The irregularities in the positions of the rudi-
mentary body cavities was very apparent.
VI. MODIFICATIONS OF INTERNAL STRUCTURES.
Before any conclusion can be reached as to the value of the
irregularities seen on the surface, we must examine the condi-
tion of the internal organs, particularly the arrangement of
the septa.
We can formulate this general statement, t h a t t h e ar-
rangement of the septa general ly conforms to the
curves of the l ines seen on the surface. This means
that the phenomena are deep-seated, and that all the struc-
tures of the body are involved in the new arrangement, and
not merely the external surface lines.
Exceptional cases are not uncommon, in which we find two
principal departures from the rule. First, the arrangement of
the septa does not always agree with the surface lines. Some-
times the arrangement of the septa is more perfect, and some-
times simply different. Secondly, the arrangement of the
somatic attachment of the septa is sometimes different from
the splanchnic attachment. Usually in this case the somatic
portions of the septa follow the lines found on the surface,
while the splanchnic attachment differs in its arrangement,
and is usually more irregular in its form.
If a worm having a compound metamere be opened we find
the septa arranged as shown in fig. 61, A, B. One septum (s)
reaches only to the mid-dorsal line. If we remove the diges-
tive tract we find the same septum ending freely below, just
before reaching the middle line (s'). This half-septum is found
to correspond to the "split" in the compound metamere, and
lies between the two half-metameres of that side.
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The septum is attached on the somatic side to the body-wall
along the " split." Centrally it is attached to one half of the
splanchnic wall of the digestive tract. We should find on
sectioning such a worm that the half-septum had a double
wall, and was like a true half of a septum in every respect. We
should see also, as a result of this arrangement, that the body
cavity of the single half-metamere is continuous in the mid-
ventral and mid-dorsal lines with two half-metameres on the
opposite side.
The number of the nephridia corresponds to the number of
the half-metameres, as shown in fig. 62, so that there is one
more nephridium on one side than on the other.
The nervous system is often modified, as shown in fig. 62.
Here each of the half-metameres is seen to receive its full
number of nerves from the ventral cord. This is not always
the case, for, as shown in fig. 61, B, the double side gets only
the supply normal for a s ingle half-metamere. In figs. 63
and 64, B, we see other irregularities in the nerve-supply.
This may be connected with the degree to which the half-
septum approaches to the mid-ventral line. When it falls far
short the nerve-supply is less than when it reaches the mid-
line. The nephridia, however, that lie laterally in the body are
invariably doubled. In fig. 64, A, the surface line between the
half-metameres of the compound metameres is not very
extensive. The figure represents the body-wall flattened out
(the worm had been previously opened). Fig. 64, B, shows
that the septum s is attached to the somatic wall over a
correspondingly small area.
The condition of the septa in the spiral modification is very
interesting. One of the simplest cases is shown in fig. 65, A,B.
The first figure shows a short spiral beginning and ending
above (category vm). On opening the worm from below
(fig. 65, B) the septa are seen to follow the same arrangement,
both on the body-walls and on the intestine. There results a
single spiral ly winding septum beg inn ing with the
half-septum of the compound metamere anter ior ly ,
and ending with another compound metamere poste-
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rior ly . In other words, t he re is a con t inuous body
cavity (ccelom) lying between the coils of the septum,
and this cavity is cont inuous from the an te r io r to the
posterior endof thesp i r a l .
Fig. 66 shows a similar spiral, the only difference between
this and the last being that in the former (fig. 65) the anterior
end of the spiral abuts against the septum in front, while here
it ends freely.
Fig. 67, A,B,c, shows a similar but longer spiral. Opened
dorsally the septa are found as in B, and it will be seen that
they follow the course of the outer spiral. In the middle line
the septa over the intestine show a tendency to irregularity
(even more so than the figure shows). In c the septa are
drawn as seen from below. They run obliquely over the lower
wall of the digestive tract. In both B and c the figures were
drawn from preparations made by dissecting free the digestive
tract and its attached septa from the body-walls.
These examples will suffice for the regular forms, where
surface spirals and septal spirals agree; but this, as stated
above, is not always the case.
In fig. 68, AB, we find on the surface a spiral shown in A ;
that belongs to category x (PI. 40, fig. x). Opening the worm
we find that the septa are also spirally arranged, but the spiral
is shorter than the surface spiral by one turn, although both
begin and end on the upper surface.
Fig. 69, A B, shows a parallel case, where the internal spiral
is shorter than the external. In this case the septal spiral is
shown only in its somatic attachment.
In fig. 70, A,B,C, we find a surface spiral like the last. We
find the septa arranged dorsally as shown in B, and on the
ventral as shown in c. It will be seen that the external
and internal (septal) spirals belong to different forms (cate-
gories). The external belongs to category xi (PI. 40, fig. xi),
while the septal belongs to category ix (extended), PI. 40,
fig. ix.
Fig. 71 shows a form in which the external line between two
metameres failed to meet in the mid-dorsal line. In dissection
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the arrangement of the septa was found to be normal; that is
to say, the septum has met normally across the mid-dorsal line,
but the external lines have failed to do so.
In fig. 72, A B, a surface spiral is drawn, and in B the arrange-
ment of the septa beneath is shown. The septa shows an
abnormal arrangement, but this does not correspond to the
surface lines : it is more of an approach to the normal.
Fig. 73 is from a compound metamere but in which the
septa form a simple spiral making a little more than one turn
of the body.
It is not always easy to picture to one's self the relation
existing between septal and surface lines when the two do
not correspond. In the simpler cases it is easily understood.
When two spirals are formed of different lengths, it is due to
the fact that the septa sometimes unite with one another
beneath the surface before the surface spiral is brought to an
end. That is, if both start together one may continue for a
longer time than the other. We must conclude, then, that
while the two usually vary together, yet they may vary inde-
pendently. I have dissected a far greater number of worms
than recorded above, and from that number have selected
those given as the most interesting examples to illustrate the
main points that concern us at present. Many other rela-
tions have suggested themselves, but I have only wished to go
into the subject as far as concerns the matter in hand.
VII. STUDY or POLYCHJETOUS ANNELIDS AND LEECHES.
A large number of species of polychsetous Annelids have
been examined, and many modifications in the arrangement
of the metameres have been found in them. From this number
I have chosen a very few for description, since a large number
of cases have been given in the papers by Cori and Buchanan.
The modifications that are figured here are all taken from
specimens of Amphinome.
In fig. 82, A B, we find above B a compound metamere with
the split on the left side. In the ventral side of the worm, A,
we find the left anterior half of the compound metamere
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wedged in ventrally between two segments, while the other
left half completes the ring. We have here evidently a modi-
fication of the compound metamere similar to category n,
PI. 40, fig. I I .
In PI. 43, fig. 83, A, B, we see a metamere imperfectly deve-
loped on the right side. The dorsal parapodium and gill are
absent on this side, but the ventral parapodium is present, as
seen in side view in B. We have here probably a case of
incomplete development of a metamere of one side.
Another somewhat similar modification is shown in fig. 84,
A B. The first of these shows the ventral side, and the middle
segment of the three drawn is seen to be imperfectly deve-
loped. The ventral parapodium of the right side (left of
figure) is present, but the metamere does not reach as far
dorsally as the line of dorsal parapodia (see B). On the left
side of the body we find the metamere completely undeveloped.
We seem to have here a half-segment of the right side that
has not fully developed even on that side, but has overgrown
the mid-ventral line on the left side.
Pig. 85 shows a spiral beginning and ending on the dorsal
surface. Seven segments are involved, giving five turns to
the spiral.
The large number of abnormal forms found in Amphinome
is in part due no doubt to the frequent regeneration of por-
tions of the body that takes place. The segments are broad,
and for this reason it is surprising to find abnormal com-
bination of the metameres so frequent. In other poly-
chsetous Annelids, where the metameres are very narrow, the
false unions and imperfections of the metameres are very
numerous.
Cori has figured several modifications, and I have found
similar ones that are exceedingly difficult to explain as simply
due to modifications of half-metameres . Such cases are
particularly common in polychsetous Annelids.
The majority of these very abnormal forms are, I think, due
to regeneration rather than to egg-variation. Since the method
of regeneration is more irregular than the growth of the
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embryo from the egg, it becomes much more difficult to
explain on the metamere assumption these variations due
to regeneration.
A number of leeches were examined to see whether the
annul i that make up the broad metameres ever showed false
unions like those found in the earthworm's metameres.
Such modifications are not rare.
In fig. 86, A B, the line between the second and third annuli
of the ninth metamere failed to extend above over to the left
side of the body. Again, in this same metamere we find that
the line between the 5th and 6th annuli turns forward to join
the line between the 4th and 5th, so that the last annulus of
this metamere forms a compound annulus with the first
annulus of the next metamere, producing a short spiral form.
A more complicated spiral is shown in fig. 87, A, B. The
16th and 17th metameres are involved. The spiral com-
mencing in the 16th metamere runs over into the next meta-
mere, as the reconstruction B shows. The annuli are also
imperfectly joined at the sides, as shown in B. This last
result is due to a failure of the annuli to unite perfectly with
one another.
A third spiral-form, involving a double compound annulus,
is shown in fig. 88, A, B. A half-compound annulus above
and on the right side forms a spiral with a half-double com-
pound annulus above and on the left side. The first half-
compound ring is the 3rd.
We see that the annuli of leeches show many of the same
sorts of false unions that are present in the metameres of the
earthworm, but in the leech this represents only a superficial
alteration.
The modifications in the leech would correspond to those
modifications occasionally found in the earthworm, where the
septa are normal but the surface markings abnormal in their
arrangement.
It will be noticed that in the figures given no new annuli
are introduced into the metameres, and only the method of
union of the annuli varies. This result may only be due to the
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relatively few leeches examined, although the number was
sufficient to show that the modification involving additional
half-annuli, if it occurs, must be rare.
VI I I . SUMMARY.
In the papers of Cori (13) and myself (32) the same ex-
planation was offered as to the origin of the simpler cases of
abnormal unions. Cori said, " N u n kann es sich ereigen, dass
in dereinenKorperhalftewahrendder Entwickelungsperiode ein
Ursegment mehr gebildet wird, dem auf der Gegenseite kein
Ursegment entspricht. Auf diese Weise wird die Bildung jener
Falle von Schaltsegmenten verstandlich, wie sie im vorherge-
henden anatomisch beschrieben worden. Betreffend das Ver-
haltnis eines Schaltsegmentes zu den iibrigen Metameren des
Korpers sind zwei Moglichkeiten vorhanden. Es kann sich ein
Schaltsegment vollstandig ausbilden, und kann von den anderen
Segmenten abgegrenzt bleiben oder es geht eine Verbindung
mit dem vor oder nach folgenden Metamer ein."
My own statement was very similar:—" We know that in
the embryo the metameres are laid down right and left of the
middle line of the body in blocks of mesodermal tissue; that
under normal conditions these hollow blocks come to lie
exactly opposite (right and left of) one another, so that the
opposite pairs unite across the median dorsal and ventral lines.
If we conceive that the blocks are slightly displaced on one
side, or that two consecutive blocks of one side are smaller
than two of the opposite side, we may have, as a necessary
mechanical result of the relative position of the block, a split
metamere." To account for the spiral arrangement I said,
and I am still of the opinion that this is the true explanation,
" If we imagine one of the mesodermic blocks of one side to
be larger either above or below (but not both above and below),
so that above (let us say) it opens into two body-cavities of the
opposite side, while below it opens into but one, then we have
produced the conditions necessary to start the spiral. Each
of the consecutive blocks on the same side as the supposed
larger block will open below into its proper opposite block, but
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above (on account of the first displacement) into the one lying
in reality behind it. . . . The spirals when once started do not
run on continuously, but end after passing around the body
several times. The ending likewise finds its explanation in the
inequality of the blocks of opposite sides." I did not in this
preliminary paper consider a point with respect to the ending
of these spirals that may be spoken of here.
If a spiral once started was dependent in order to end, on
another accidental displacement appearing, so that the spiral
is, as it were, satisfied, the chances are that most spirals would
reach a prodigious length before terminating. As a matter of
fact the spirals are generally short, the shorter the commoner.
This shows, I think, that the conditions, after a spiral has been
started, are of such a nature that the chances are the spiral will
soon end itself. It is easy to offer a formal explanation of
why this is so. The shifting of the blocks by the double union
established at the anterior end1 will tend to displace the block
behind, so that two of one side will come to correspond to one
of the other.
In the preceding section of the paper there are in reality
two topics that have been discussed in close connection with
each other. The question of the shifting of the reproductive
openings was considered in connection with the origin of the
compound metaraeres and spirals. The reason for doing so
was based on the hope that the one relation might help in the
interpretation of the other.
Moreover, in respect to the abnormal position of the open-
ings of the reproductive organs, we have considered first those
cases where, in worms with normal metameres, the openings
have shifted or doubled; and secondly, those cases where there
were both abnormal metameres and abnormal openings of the
reproductive organs in the same worm. The former of these
subjects has been already noticed by previous authors. Beddard
(5) in 1886 published some most interesting observations on
variations in the reproductive organs of Perionyx excavatus.
1
 It is assumed that the spiral starts at the anterior end. But it is also
possible that the shorter spiral arrangement involves all the segments.
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In a lot of 439 individuals there were found seventeen that
showed such variations.
Benham (6) described in 1891 a variation in the openings of
the reproductive organs of L u m b r i c u s herculeus. The vasa
deferentia appeared on the 14th and 15th metameres.1
With respect to the abnormal unions of metameres, and the
relation borne to the position of the reproductive organs, there
is little to be added to the conclusions reached in the sections
dealing with abnormalities in front of or included in the 15th
metamere. Two cases were there sharply separated,—those
cases where there is a half-metamere more on one side than on
the other (C, second case, E), and those cases where the spiral
does not introduce an additional half-metamere on one side
(B, C, first case, D).
The results from the latter cases are in full harmony with
the interpretation of the spiral stated above. In those cases
where an additional half-metamere is introduced there are
certain examples that seem to verify the same statement; but
there are other cases, and these form the majority, where the
results will not bear this interpretation. We have, then, to
assume, in some of the cases recorded, either that the half-
metameres are not equivalent to the normal, or else that the
reproductive organs do not give unfailing evidence of the
change that has taken place. Anyone who has studied the
facts will, I think, agree with me that it is far more probable
that the reproductive organs have appeared on a wrong (?)
half-metamere than that the half-blocks are not equivalent.
This leads us to another side of the problem, as yet not
dealt with. It is natural to think of every half-block of one
side as having a half-block that belongs to it on the other
side; in other words, to look upon one of these blocks as
p redes t ined for the other, and we marvel to find them
separated. I think there are no real grounds for such an
1
 Bateson's memoir, ' Materials for the Study of Variation,' that has just
reached me, refers to numerous cases of abtiormalities in the reproductive
organs of earthworms recorded in a paper by Michaelsen, ' Jahrb. Hamb.
wiss. Auat.,' viii, 1891. 1 have not had access to this paper.
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expectation. If the facts recorded in the preceding pages
indicate anything clearly, it is that the union of the blocks
across the middle line is the natural result of their size and
of their position. Under normal conditions the blocks are
so placed that they unite pair for pair. If the order is dis-
turbed they unite differently. This is brought out most
strikingly in that case where there were 134 half-blocks on
one side and 118 half-blocks on the other. Here throughout
the body there are very few half-segments that are united with
the one opposite bearing the same numerical relation from
before backwards.
In the light of these statements I think we ought not to
look to any one half-metamere as predestined to carry under
all conditions the openings of this or that organ. Rather
should we expect that those segments, which happen to get so
placed in the body of the worm that they correspond to the
normal posit ion for a particular organ, will go ahead
and develop that organ. We might say that the position in
which an organ will develop is determined by a definite region
of the body irrespective of how that region has gotten into the
necessary position, provided this happened when the cells were
still undifferentiated. The question is too large to discuss
here, and the facts too meagre.
There is a liability to err if the statements made above in
regard to the methods of union of the metameres be applied
to all cases. All that I contend for is that the majority of cases
will bear this interpretation. Sooner or later one is sure to
come across individuals where it is impossible to see the appli-
cation of the theory. Particularly have I found this true in
the Polychgeta. I have met such cases quite often in examin-
ing the regenerated anterior ends of worms where the head had
been artificially cut off very obliquely. Sometimes pieces are
left, where the new head joins the old body, that cannot be
interpreted as half-metameres. Whether all of these unusual
cases are the result of regeneration I am not prepared to say.
Many of them seem to be ; others, so far as I know, may have
come in from the egg.
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The results that have, on the whole, been the most puzzling
to me, and which I cannot pretend to entirely explain, are
some of those cases where the internal and the external
spirals do not agree. I t seems quite certain that in the far
larger number of cases the false unions are at bottom, the
result of imperfect joining of the mesodermic blocks, and that
the ectodermic grooves mould themselves on the internal
arrangement.
But in cases of disagreement it seems clear that the outer
grooves have to a certain extent an independent individuality,
and may behave differently from the spirals in the mesoderm.
When we find similar spirals in antennae, &c, it is not, after
all, so surprising that the outer body-wall of the worm should
show this independent variation.
IX. MODIFICATIONS IN ANTENNAE OF ARTHROPODS.
The antennae of Arthropods are made up of a series of seg-
ments or rings. In some Arthropods the segments are long
and relatively few in number. In others the segments are
narrow rings and very numerous. The latter kind are more
likely to show variations in the arrangement. The antennae
and antennules of the lobster (Homarus vulgaris) I found
showed many variations. Perhaps the lobster's antennae and
autennules may owe many of these false arrangements to the
fact that if they have been lost new ones will regenerate, but
that all the abnormalities come from this source is extremely
improbable.
I have found in the antennae of the lobster nearly all the sorts
of variation in the arrangement of the rings that are to be
found in the earthworm. A few of these variations are shown
in PI. 43, figs. 90 to 95. Fig. 90, A,B, shows a compound ring.
Fig. 91, A,B, shows a double compound ring, where three half-
rings of one side are united to one of the other. Both of these
modifications are common, particularly the former, at the broad
base of the antennae.
In nearly all cases the "spli ts" run in from the sides.
Rarely a modification similar to that shown in fig. 92, A,B, is
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found. Here the "spli t" is found over the broad surface of
one side, and not over the other. This condition is never
found in the falsely joined metameres of the Annelids, for. even
in those cases where a metamere appears below, and not above,
it is also found to extend over and on one side (lateral) of the
body.
Fig. 95, A, B, c, shows a spiral formed by a union of three
compound rings above and one below, as shown in the re-
construction.
Fig. 93, A, B,C, shows a longer and more complicated spiral.
In the middle of this spiral we find a "double spiral" developed.
Fig. 94, A,B,C, also shows a complicated spiral. These spirals
in the antennae are similar to the spirals found in the earth-
worm, and need no further description.
The antennules of the lobster also show the same modifica-
tions. Both the antennae and the antennules are flattened
from above downwards, and the splits extend as a rule on the
lateral sides of the appendages. The basal joints of nearly all
antennae show imperfect rings. The greater number of abnor-
malities occur in the proximal portion of the antennae, and are
found in less and less frequency as far as the middle region.
They are rarely found in the distal ends of the antennae, and
it is important to notice that distally the rings become much
longer relatively to their breadth. Another interesting condi-
tion is found. By far the greater number of " splits " occur on
the convex side of the antennae and autennules, particularly in
the latter. There results a larger number of half-rings on the
convex side. In one case there were ten more half-rings on
the convex side of one antennule than on the opposite side.
When we see that it is normal for the antennules to bend
outward, i. e. to turn their convex side towards the middle
line, it seems fair to draw the conclusion that the tendency of
the antennule to turn to one side is the direct or indirect
cause of the greater number of rings on the convex side.
There is no reason for believing that the greater number of
rings causes the turning, since the antenna is bent whether
more rings are present on one side or not. Processes that go
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on in the cells of the antennae before each moult will deter-
mine where the new lines of division between the segments
come in, and in some way the bent condition of the antenna
seems to effect to a large extent the formation of the new
lines.
I have also examined the development of the antennae in the
lobster. At the third (?) moult the terminal division of the
endopodite of the antenna contains within it a rod of cells, and
these show alternate constrictions to form the lines between
consecutive rings. These lines of constriction are exceedingly
near to one another, since the segment containing the new series
is considerably shorter than the total number of segments that
ultimately develop from it at the next moult. It is easy to
see that under these cramped conditions the arrangement of
the division lines might easily be disturbed by local causes.
An examination of the antennae of certain insects where
regeneration of the antennae of the adult is not probable (and
that in the larva hardly possible) shows that in those forms
where there are a large number of rings, and each ring very
short, variations exist in the arrangement, while in those
forms with long rings such variations are absent (or not found
commonly).
In the locust I have not seen any misformed rings in the
antennae (in as many as fifty individuals examined). In the
cockroach (Blatta), where the rings are narrow, compound seg-
ments and short spirals are frequently found both in the larvae
and the adults.
X. ABNORMAL METAMERISM OF LOCUST.
I t seemed to me highly improbable that such specialised
metameric forms as the Crustacea and Insecta, in which the
metameres are so definitely limited in function, number, and
position, should show any variations comparable to those in
the earthworm. However, I had brought to me a locust
("grasshopper") in which there was a half-segment more on
one side of the abdomen than on the other.
In fig. 89, A, is drawn a dorsal view of this locust with the
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wings removed. Corresponding to the 5th metamere of the abdo-
men we find a compound metamere, so that one half-metamere
of the left side corresponds to two half-metameres of the right
side. A figure of the abdomen from below is drawn ia
fig. 89, B, and the abdomen seen from the right side is seen in
fig. 89, c. On account of the interpolated half-metamere the
abdomen is bent towards the left. The interpolated segment
reaches exactly to the median line above and below. The
abdomen ends normally, having all of the accessory structures
of the male perfect in all details.
Fig. 89, c, shows that each of the half-metameres on the
right side of the compound metamere bears stigmata, so that
there is one more of tliese on the right than on the left side of
the body, i. e. eight on the right (one more than normal) and
seven on the left.
If we assume each of the right halves of the compound
metamere equivalent to a true half-metamere of the series,
then each of the half-metameres following the compound
metamere is joined to a half-metamere that is not its normal
half. As a consequence, one new additional half-metamere
will have to be formed at the end of the series on the right
side to make a perfect ending to the abdomen. In so highly
modified a form as the locust this view seems very improbable.
An alternative view would be to suppose that a half-metamere
has been in te rca la ted between the 4th and 5th, or between
the 5th and 6th, and that the intercalated half has united
across the middle line to the 5th in common with the normal
half of the 5th. We might think of this intercalation as due
to a half of one metamere dividing into two, or we may
suppose that when the vent ra l mesoblas t broke up
into a series ofblocks it formed on one side one more
block than on the other (one more than the normal) .
If the last view be true—and it seems more probable than any
of the other suggestions—we see at once the futility of trying
to explain the conditions on an assumption of predestined
right and left half-metameres. When we recall that the whole
ventral plate of the insect becomes segmented at the same
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time, and when we recall the complicated modifications of the
terminal segments, it seems highly probable that posterior to
the compound metamere no shifting of the segments of one
side can have taken place, and that no one segment has divided,
but that the plate as a whole has broken up into a greater
number of half-metameres on one side than on the other.
XI. STUDY OF THE COLOUR-BANDS OF ECHINODBBMS.
In the summer of 1891, while in Jamaica at the Marine
Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University, I began a study
of the colour-bands on the arms of the Ophiurians in the hope
of getting results that might help towards a solution of the
problem of metamerism. The work was laid aside for two
years, during which time the colour was so far removed from
the alcoholic specimens as to render renewed study unprofit-
able. My earlier results, although not carried very far, point
to certain conclusions that are not without interest in the
present connection. In several species of Ophiurians (" brittle-
stars") the arms are banded at regular intervals by pigment
of a different colour from that of the rest of the arm. Bach
band of pigment is confined to a single segment—metamere—
of the arm. In fig. 96 three such pigmented segments are
shown. The colour of the band in this case is a rich orange-
red, while the rest of the arm is an olive-green. Along the
mid-ventral line there runs a longitudinal narrow line of
orange-red pigment not shown in the figure.
We find that a definite number of uncoloured segments
alternate with a coloured segment. Three uncoloured seg-
ments lie between the coloured segments, i. e. every fourth
segment is coloured. Occasionally, however, the regularity of
the arrangement is disturbed.
Fig. 97 shows a common variation. Instead of finding a
fourth coloured segment between the upper and lower coloured
segments of the figure, we find two consecutive segments
coloured, each over half its extent. The middle line of the
arm marks the extent to which each is pigmented, the first
half-band lying to the right and the more distal to the left.
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We see that the right and left sides of the arm vary independ-
ently, so that each forms its half-coloured band. In the
present case something has disturbed the regularity of the
process, so that the colour has appeared too soon on the right
side, as the figure shows.
In fig. 98 we have a somewhat similar case. Here the half-
bands are separated by an entire uncoloured segment. In
other cases that I have seen the half-bands may be even
farther separated by uncoloured segments.
From a study of these and similar variations we find that
the following relations exist. When a segment is only half
coloured on one side it is generally, though not invariably,
followed, sooner or later, by a segment coloured only on the
opposite side. We might say that the colour-ring had split,
and its two halves had appeared on different segments, so that
when we find a half-band on the right we would expect to find
its other half on the left, and vice versa.
When half-bands appear, one of the halves seems always to
come in too soon proximally. The other half then appears on
its normal segment or beyond it.
My material has been too limited to warrant any attempt at
further explanation of the phenomenon, and no doubt a more
extensive study would show exceptions to these statements
that would render an explanation still more difficult.
The three following tabulations of the colour-bands show the
main variations that come in. The x indicates a coloured ring.
The figures between these indicate the number of uncoloured
segments. The half-coloured bands are indicated by x L. | and
x h B.-J depending whether the colour is on the left or right
side of the arm as looked at from below.
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2
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
Broken.
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
2
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
Broken.
X
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
9
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
2
X i
x L . i
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
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X
3
X
3
X
1
x L.i
2
x £R.
x L. i
2
x iR.
x L. i
1
X
3
X
3
X
3
SECOND
x L.
X
x L.
X
x L.
E.ECOKD.
X
3
X
3
X
1
ft
2
£R.
ft
2
* B .
ft
1
X
3
X
3
3
X
3
1
x
x L , i
1
xL.ft
2
X * I
xL.i
2
X
1
X
1
X
3
xL . |
x hi
1
xL .J
X £1
2
X
3
x
3
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X
7
x L J
7
X
3
X
2
X
x JR.
1
x L J
1
x ^ R.
X L.£
2
X
x JR.
x L J
1
X
1
X
1
X1-H
X
1
X
1
X
1
X
1
Xl-l
X
1
X
1
X
a6
X4
X
X
7
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
2
X
1
X
1
X
1-H
X1—
1
THIRD RECORD.
X
7
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
2
X
1
X
1
X
1
X
1
X
X
X
6
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
1
L. IliH
x^R.
1
L.ir-i
x *R.
xiR.o
2
X
i-i
X
1
X
1
X1—
1
X
1
X
1
X1—
1
X
l-l
Xl-l
X
6
x L . |
3
X
4
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
4
X
3
X
2
xL. i
2
x i2
X
1
X
1
X1—
1
Xl-l
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A few of the more obvious relations that one finds in these
tables may be pointed out. In some cases exceptions to the
statements made above are found. At a in the third record,
last (fifth) column, we see that a half-colour band is present on
one side, but not on the other. And again this is seen at a
in the third record, fourth column.
In the third record, first column, we find in one region many
irregularities present, although taken altogether the same
number of half-rings are present on the right and left sides.
In the third record each arm was found to have a new distal
end that had regenerated. In this part every other segment
was coloured. Whether this was a permanent or only a tem-
porary coloration I cannot say.
It would be interesting to find out whether in the same in-
dividual similar variations showed a tendency to appear on
the different arms. Even the limited data of the three tables
give a slight amount of evidence in favour of such a view.
The regular arrangement of the colour-bands on every fourth
segment finds an interesting parallel in certain Annelids, where
the coloured rings bear a more or less definite relation to the
metameres of the body.
Andrews (1) makes the following statement in regard to the
arrangement of coloured bands in the polychsetous Annelid
Procersea tardigrada, which belongs to the family Syl-
lidse:—"The female has a dark dorsal transverse band upon
Somites 3, 6, 8, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 27, 29, 32, 35, 38, 42, 46,
49, 51, 53, 56, 57, 70, 71, 74, 77. . . . The non-sexual form
has pigmented bands like those of the female, but arranged
according to a definite law or general rule, to which the bands
in the female conform also; bearing in mind that the female is
formed as a cut-off part of the non-sexual stage, separating
almost always just posterior to the thirteenth somite, and
hence having thirteen less somites than that stage. In 110
individuals carefully studied, only three had the bud formed
just posterior to the fourteenth somite; seventy-nine had an
evident bud just posterior to thirteenth somite.
" Having tabulated the arrangement of the coloured bands in
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these 110 individuals, there results the general rule that the
bands occur upon the third and fourth somites, then upon
every other or alternate one up to and including the twelfth,
then (in the region of the bud) upon every fourth one up to
and including the twenty-fifth, then upon every fifth one up
to and including the forty-first, after -which the exceptions
become so numerous that no rule is evident. The examina-
tion of so many cases shows a definite tendency to limitation
in the bands to certain somites in the anterior region, and a
greater and greater irregularity in the posterior region."
After illustrating some cases of failure in the n o r m a l
arrangement of the bands, Andrews adds, " These facts seem
sufficient to indicate that we have in this Syllid a-marked
tendency to the acquirement of a regular metameric marking,
which, however, does not coincide with the metamerisation of
the somites, but tends to follow a special law best expressed
in the oldest part of the body in which certain alternating
coloured and not coloured somites are distinguishable—a series
of groups or combinations of somites thus following one
another."
I t is not without importance to find in the typically meta-
meric Annelids regular serial markings following definite laws
in each portion of the body. G r o u p s of metameres seem
here to act as a unit. This case is certainly paralleled by the
colour-bands on the arms of the brittle-stars. The serial
repetition of the appendages of the Crustacea furnish examples
of somewhat similar regional variation. I t is not improbable
that if we find an explanation for one set of phenomena we
will be able to explain them all.
XII . KEGENERATION IN EARTHWORMS.
In the winter of 1887-8 I made a small number of experi-
ments to determine the extent of regeneration in the earth-
worm. Again, in the spring of 1892, another series of
experiments were started, but an accident spoiled the results.
In the past winter of 1893-41 made a more elaborate and sys-
tematic attempt to work out the same problem. I am much
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indebted to Miss Elizabeth Nichols, Fellow in Biology, Bryn
Mawr College, who began this study of regeneration with me.
Many of the early experiments were largely carried out by her;
and later, when the work devolved on me, I profited much by
the results of the previous work.
There were several main problems that I wished to work
out. First, the extent to which the earthworm could regene-
rate; secondly, the number of new segments that would reap-
pear in the anterior end after the removal of a definite number;
thirdly, the presence or absence of abnormalities in the re-
generated anterior segments.
Certain rough results were at first obtained, which showed
that when many segments were cut off only a few segments
replaced them. That is to say, there was no apparent connec-
tion between the number of segments that were cut off and the
number that regenerated. Four and rarely five new segments
came back.
I then set to work to determine what result would follow
when only a few segments were cut off, for obviously if four
came back when one, two, or three were cut off, the result
would appear as though the reproductive organs had all shifted
posteriorly. The tables below that are first given show the
results of these latter experiments.
One of the most conspicuous results was the great decrease
in size that the worms suffer during the period of regeneration.
When only a few segments were cut off the regeneration was
soon accomplished, and no great decrease in the size of the
body of the worm was obvious; but where many segments
were cut off, and regeneration only took place after several
months, or not at all, the body dwindled until it got to be less
than a half of its original size. I have not made a histological
study of these worms to determine what organs have suffered
most during the period.
The worms used wereL.(orAllolobophora) foetid us, which
live in manure heaps. They were kept in ordinary flower-pots
filled with the manure in which the worms were found living.
The pots stood in about an inch of water, and each was covered
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with a glass plate. The pots stood in a large glass case in one
of the rooms of the laboratory. The temperature of the room
varied from about 70° P. during the daytime to about 50° F.
at night. Under the same conditions the normal worms kept
perfectly healthy.
TABLE I.
Two segments cut off, 3/16, '94.
Killed, 4/28, '94.
2 segments regenerated . . . vas def. 15
2 „ . . . » 15
2 „ . . . „ 15
2 „ „ 15
Two segments cut off, 3/4, '94.
Killed, 4/28, '94.
2 segments regenerated . . . vas def. 15
Two segments cut off, 3/16, '94.
Killed, 5/5, '94.
2 segments regenerated. Sem. recept. 9, 10, 11 (normal)
TABLE II.
Three segments cut off, 3/4, '94.
Killed, 4/28, '94.
3 segments regenerated . . . v a s def. 15
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
„ (and piece of 4)
» i)
„ ».
»
„ (and small piece of 4)
„ (with indications of a third) „
„
15
15
15
14
Three segments cut off, 3/16, '94.
Killed, 4/28, '94.
3 segments regenerated . . . vas def. 15
3 „ . . . „ 15
2 „ „ (sem. recept. 8,9,10)
3 ,, „ (and little piece of 4) „ 15
Three segments cut off, 3/16, '94,
Killed, 5/5, '94.
2 segments regenerated (sem. recept. 8, 9,10)
2 „ „ ( „ „ ) vas def. 14
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TABLE III.
Four segments out off, 3/16, '94.
Killed, 5/5, '94.
4 segments regenerated . . . vas def. 15
3
3
3
4
3 „
3
3
2
3 „
4
>> . . .
j> . . .
» . . .
j> . . .
ji . . .
„ . . .
» . . .
(+ 1/3 of 3)
„ (sem. recept. 8, 9,10)
. . .
» 14
„ 14
„ 14
i—
i
,. 14
„ 14
„ 14
» 13
.. 15
Four segments out off, 3/4, '94.
Killed, 4/28, '94.
3 segments regenerated . . . v a s def. 14
4 „ „ (+ i of 5th) (3rd
segment imperfect) „ 15
4 „ „ (a small piece of 4
had been left) . „ 15
TABLE IV.
Five segments cut off, 3/16, '94.
Killed, 5/5, '94.
4 segments regenerated . . . vas def. 14
3 „ „ (+ 4 of 4th) . „ 13
Five segments cut off, 3/16, '94.
Killed, 4/28, "94.
4 segments regenerated.
3
4
Five segments cut off, 3/4, '94.
Killed, 4/28, '94.
4 segments regenerated (+ £ of 5th) . vas def. 15
2 „ „ (+ i of 3rd) . „ 13
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TABLE V.
Attempts made to cut off 1 and 2 segments, 3/4 and 3/16, '94.
Killed, 5/2, '94.
1 segment regenerated . . . vas def. 14
1 „ 15
1 ,, „ (indications of a divi-
sion into 2) . „ 14
2 segments „ „ 15
Conclusions from Tables I—V.—In all cases recorded
(6 cases) where two segments were cut off two regenerated.
When three segments were cut off (14 cases) three grew
back in nine worms and two grew back in five worms.
In those worms (14) where four segments were cut off, four
segments regenerated in five worms, and three segments grew
back in eight worms, and two segments and a third1 in one
worm.
When five segments were cut off in no case did five grow
back. In some of these worms a little more than five must
have been cut off, so that a small piece of the sixth was taken
off (see Nos. 2 and 6 and 7 of Table IV) and regenerated. In
four worms four segments grew back, in two worms three
segments grew back, and in one worm only two segments grew
back.
Taking these four tables together, we see that up to four
segments lost, and including this, there is a tendency for the
worm to reproduce the number lost. This was actually done
in all the cases where two segments were lost, in nine cases
out of fourteen where three were lost, and in five cases out of
fourteen where four were lost. More than four segments the
worm does not seem to be able to regenerate, as a rule.
The data given in Table V are not as accurate as in the pre-
ceding tables, because there was some confusion in the numbers
of the pots containing these worms. So far as the figures go,
they show that in three cases two segments must have been
cut off, that one individual then regenerated two, and two
1
 The amputation was oblique, and cut off a part of the fifth segment.
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individuals regenerated only one segment each. In one case
one segment must have been cut off and one regenerated.
The results of these tables have a direct bearing on the con-
ditions found in adult worms, and recorded in a previous
section. Those worms in which both openings of the vasa
deferentia were found on a segment anterior to the fifteenth
may have been, in most cases, the result of the loss of ante-
rior segments, and a subsequent incomplete regeneration. We
cannot affirm that all cases were the result of the process,
because, in the light of other facts, it is not improbable that
such variations may have come from the embryo.
These records also show us that regeneration of the anterior
end will not account for any of those cases where the vasa
deferentia open on a raetamere posterior to the fifteenth, for
in no cases were more segments generated than amputated.
What the result would have been in the cases recorded below
where a worm regenerated many segments, after amputation far
posterior to the fifteenth segment, I cannot tell. The worms
were not kept for a long enough time to determine whether
or not reproductive organs would ever have appeared.
In the preceding and following tables it will be noticed that
in many cases the position of the openings of the vasa deferentia
is recorded, and when these were not found the segments con-
taining the seminal receptacles (9—10—11 normally) are re-
corded. These landmarks were located after regeneration had
taken place. This served as a check for those cases where the
number of segments amputated had been previously recorded,
and in the other cases gave fairly accurate evidence as .to the
number of segments that had been cut off".
In the next two tables,—the results of the first series of ex-
periments,—a large number of recorded segments were cut off
to find the limit of the power to regenerate anterior segments.
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No. cut off.
10
12
TABLE VI.
Segments cut off, Oct. 12, '93.
No. of worms. Nov. 14—
C (1) 4 segments regenerating.
I (1) '(4)
 I s
f(l)
(1)
(5) \ (1)
(1)
4 „ „
4 „ „
Imperfect.
Jan. 30—
Jan. 1—
]
\ Same as Nov. 14J
May 5—
(1) 6 segs. regen.
(1) 5 segs. regen.
(1) 3* „ ,.
16
19
(1)P 5 segments regenerating.
Jan. 30— Apr. 14— May 18—
(5) (1) 5 seg. regenerating.
(1) Imperfect. (1) ^
Dead.
(4)
Jan. 30—
(2) Alive.
Apr. 14— May 18—
(1) Alive. (0) AJive.
Jan. 30— April 14—
(2) (2) Both regenerating. (1) Had regenerated 4 or
5 segments.
19—24
24
26
27
(5)
(5)
(5)
(3)
Jan. 30—
(1) Regenerating imperfectly.
Jan. 30—
(3) Not regenerating.
Dec. 2. Jan. 3— Jan, 30—
(3) (2) (2)
(2) (2) (1)
(0)
Apr. 13
(0)
(0)
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19
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
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TABLE VII.
Segments cut off, Jan. 12, '94.
No. of worms. Apr. 14— May 18—
(1)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(2) (1) Regenerated
imperfectly.
(1)
(0)
(1)
(1)
(2) Very imperfectly
regenerated.
(0)
(1)
(0)
(0)
The results from Tables VI and VII show that one cannot
say definitely, " here the power of regeneration ends." The
figures show that some worms regenerate where others fail to
do so. It may be that the possibilities are different for different
worms, or that at the time of operation certain worms were in
better condition than others, or the external conditions (bac-
teria, &c.) may have been different in different cases.
The tables show that posterior to the twelfth segment the
power of regeneration rapidly decreases. Worms that have
lost more segments than this number may live for some time,
and heal up the wound, or even regenerate imperfectly. But
sooner or later the majority of these die. Occasionally re-
markable exceptions are found. In Table VI the fifth record
shows that a worm that had lost nineteen segments regenerated
four or five new ones, and in the next tables more remarkable
cases still will be recorded.
It is a tedious operation cutting off a definite number of
segments from a living worm. In the three following tables
the number of segments cut off was not counted at the time,
but could be calculated with approximate certainty after re-
generation by the position of the vasa deferentia or segments
containing the seminal receptacles, or, when the amputation
was behind these, something like an approximation could be
obtained by utilising the anterior end of the clitellum, or even
the posterior end of the body.
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TABLE VIII.
Anterior segments out off, 1/22, '94.
Killed, 4/13, '94.
No. of segments regenerated. Vasa def. Calculated No. cut off.
3
3(4)
3(4)
3
3
3 (irregular)
3
4
4
13
13
14
12
12
14
14
12
12
4 (irregularly united to body) 13
4
4(4)
4 (1 + 4)
5
12
13
14
15
Anterior segments cut off, 1/22, '94.
Killed,
No. of segments regenerated.
3
3 (4 + 4 + 4 + 4)
3 (with compound 1—£)
3 (J + i irregular)
3 (irregular)
4
4
4
4
4(4)
4(1)
5(4)
5/5, '94.
5
5(4)
4(4)
6
6
4
4
7
7
6
7
6(4)
5 (| + 4)
5
Vasa def. Calculated No. cut off.
13
15
14 (or 14—15)
13
12
12
12
14
12
14
12
14
5
3(+)
4
5(+)
6
7
7
5
7
5(4)
7(1)
6(4)
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TABLE IX.
Anterior segments cut off, 3/4, '94.
Killed, 4/28, '94.
No. of segments regenerated. Vasa def. Calculated No. cut off.
1 14 2
1 14 2
1 (£) (vas def. double ££ — if) 1 or 2 (P)
3 (f) 15 3 (§)
3
3(4)
4
4
4 vas def. 13 6
4 14 5
The Tables VIII and IX add a large number of data to
those of the preceding tables. It will be noticed that there is
one definite case of five new segments coming in for five cut
off. There are also a number of irregular methods of union of
new and old parts, and several cases of imperfectly formed new
rings. The next table covers much the same ground as the
preceding, but is interesting because the worms had been kept
for a much longer time than those in the preceding table, and
because the last record shows a case where from thirty to forty
segments were in all probability cut off, and yet three and a half
segments had regenerated.
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TABLE X.
Anterior segments cut off, 10/18, '93.
Killed, 2/11, '94.
No. of segments regenerated. Sem. recept. Vas. def. Calculated
2 (f + i irregular)
3
3
3 (i) (worm very small)
4
4
4
5 (irregularly joined)
5
5 (small piece)
5 (very small piece)
* » )
6(+i)
(Normal, 9—10—11)
5—6—7
7—8—9
4—5—6
—
5—6—7
8—9—10
—
- 6 - 7 (?)
—
—
—7—8
11
13
—
10
—
—
12
—
11
13
—
No. cut off.
6(+)
5
8
8(*>
8
5
7
9(?)
9
6(f)
10(4)
3 ($) small worm, with only 65 old segments and old anus. 30—40
In addition two other worms, where union of new head and body was
too irregular to count even approximately the segments.
TABLE XI.
Anterior segments cut off, 11/15, '93.
Killed, 4/14, '94.
No. of segments regenerated. Sem. recept. Calculated No. cut off.
3
5
4
Not regenerated
„ (mouth present)
Scarcely regenerated (small piece'
3 or 4 very irregular
3 imperfect segments
4 (1st partially divided)
4 „ „ above)
5^ (1st imperfect)
9—10—11
6-7-8
10 in front of clitellum
6
9
)
9
8
17
15
15
3CO
 
OO
15
19
16
16
17
8
10
10
15 or more regenerating 63 segments in front of anus 35—40
This table is interesting because it shows a large number of
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worms regenerating imperfectly a few segments in front of
the clitellum. Moreover the last case is particularly instruc-
tive, because here again 30—40 segments were probably cut
off. The number of worms that were operated on at the be-
ginning of this experiment was unfortunately not recorded;
hence we do not know what the per cent, of mortality has
been.
1TABLE XII.
Anterior segments cut off, 11/18,
Killed, 1/21, '94.
No. of segments regenerated.
2
3
3 (united irregularly)
3 (+ I + i)
4 (+ i)
Sem. recept. Va:
—3—4
8—9—10
6—7-8
6—7-8
4 (+ i + 4 irregularly joined) —
2
3
3(f)
4
4(4)
3
3 (£)
3
3 (or four imperfect)
4
4
5
5
2 (or three very imperfect.)
2 (or three very imperfect)
Very imperfectly healed
Imperfectly healed
Healed—^evidence of few rings
Beginning,, to regenerate
Healed, not regenerated
Healed—regenerating (P)
o 0 or more segments. Rings 7
} faint. Small piece j
3—4—5
—4—5
5—6—7
7—8—9
- 6 - 7
13 in front of clitel
11
12
just „ „
17
14
16
14
4
14 „ „
7
12
9
10
15
15
5
56 old segments in
'93.
3. def.
8
10
14
12
12
11
9
—
—
13
—
him
front
Calc. No. cut off
9
8
4
6 (+)
7 (+)
8 (+)
8
9
7(+)
6
8(4)
12
14
13
23
8
11
9
11
21
11
18
13
16
15
15
10
20
of anus.
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In several instances in the preceding tables records are
found of worms that, in a d d i t i o n to the formation of new
segments, completed parts of segments accidentally cut off in
the operation. The following records are of worms in which
purposely very oblique amputation had been made.
TABLE XIII.
Anterior segments obliquely amputated, 3/4, '94.
Killed, 4/28, '94.
8 segments completed (9—10—ll)scm.recept. vas.def.—
9
11
12
4
4 „
6
7 (-)
7 8 „
„ (dorsal) —
„ (lateral) —
„ (9—10—11)
„ (lat.vent.)+lne\vseg.(9—10—11)
„ „ +3 new segments —
„ (lateral) + 3 „ —
„ (lateral) —
„ (lateral) +2 „ (8—9—10)
„ 15
„ 15
—
—
„ 15
—
—
—
The last table shows very clearly that the power to com-
p le t e segments that have in part been removed is much
greater in the earthworm than the power to regenerate whole
segments. In the table we find as many as twelve segments
completed, and in a c o m p a r a t i v e l y s h o r t t ime . Such
a number of segments is never or rarely regenerated when the
anterior segments are cut squarely off.
The latter records of this same table show that when ante-
rior segments are entirely cut off, in addition to those cut
obliquely, that we have both a regeneration of those lost
(within a limit) and a rebuilding of those injured. Moreover,
although the results are too few to speak with entire confidence,
it would seem that the presence of segments completing them-
selves does not interfere with the formation of the full comple-
ment of new regenerated segments.
These facts, it seems to me, throw an interesting light on
the problem of regeneration. They are too few to warrant at
present any speculation. I t is my intention to make a fuller
and more accurate study of these phenomena.
The obliquity of the cut was lateral in most cases, in a few
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the slice was taken off the dorsal surface, and in others off the
ventral.
In a few cases no record was made. Whether or not the
injured rings complete themselves more readily at the side than
dorsally or ventrally cannot be determined from the table, for
the position of the parts cut off in the first instance was not
recorded.
In connection with the preceding experiments another was
carried on. The anterior ends that were cut off were in many
cases kept alive to see what power of regeneration remained in
them. It became evident very soon that the length of the life
of the pieces was in a general way proportionate to their linear
length. Those with a few segments died in the course of a
week; those with more lived longer, &c. No cases of survival
of as few segments as fifteen were ever found. The two fol-
lowing tables show to what extent longer pieces remained
alive, but with one exception (twenty-four anterior segments)
they all died after a time. It is surprising to find this to be
the case, for such pieces contain the mouth (so that the piece
may feed) and all of the important (?) organs of the body.
Date—Oct. 12.
No. of anterior
segments.
12
14
16
19
19—24
24
26
Jan. 12.
19
22
23
24
26
27
TABLE XIV.
Record of anterior segments.
No. of
worms.
(5)
(5)
(4)
(2)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(1)
(3)
0)
(1)
(1)
(1)
Nov. 14.
(1)
(4)
(0)
(2)
—
(5)
(5)
Apr. 14.
(0)
(3)
(1)
Regenera
(1)
Dec. 2. Jan. 4.
(0)
(2) (0)
(1) (0)
(2) (0)
(4) (3)
(3) (1)
May 5.
(3) (?)
(0)
ted a half-inch.
May 5 (0)
Apr. 26(1)
May 18.
(0)
(0)
(0)
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The worms that had the anterior segments amputated, the
history of which is recorded in Tables I—XIII, were examined
from time to time during the period of regeneration. One
striking result was often apparent. When the amputation of
the anterior segments had taken place obliquely, the new seg-
ments grew out approximately at right angles to the cut
surface. It was not uncommon to find a new regenerating
anterior end with its axis inclined at as much as (or even more
than) 45° to the long axis of the body. I have no records as
to whether the same thing happens when the oblique surface
is above or below. Those referred to were from lateral oblique
sections.
This result is comparable to that of Barfurth on the regene-
ration of the tadpole's tail. Here the new part appeared at
right angles to the cut surface, and subsequently swung round
into line.
To get the same result from the tail of the tadpole and the
head of an earthworm suggests that there is some fundamental
law of growth underlying both phenomena that should be
more extensively investigated.
It was my intention to examine the power of regeneration
in young worms for comparison with the adult, but only a few
experiments have been made, and there has not been sufficient
time to allow the completion of this side of the work.
Miss Adelene M. Fielde (14) has published a few fragmen-
tary notes on the power of regeneration in L. t e r res t r i s .
Pieces containing twenty to thirty segments from the posterior
end of the worm lived forty days, but did not regenerate at
either end. In these pieces new half-segments had been in-
serted, the authoress affirms, because she could not find any
such modifications (compound metameres) in other worms!
In nine worms five anterior segments were amputated. These
" wholly regenerated." In ten worms five anterior and twenty
to thirty posterior. These were found regenerating.
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XIII. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.
The solution of the problem of metamerism has often been
attempted by morphologists with varying success. It has
become more and more evident that the problem is a difficult
one, and I think the results have shown that the final solution
can only come with a better knowledge of the fundamental
relations of the parts of the body to one another, with an
acknowledgment of the imperfection of the phylogenetic
method, and with a better insight into ontogenetic laws.
Darwin said over thirty years ago, in the ' Origin of Species,'
" We need not here consider how the bodies of some animals
first became divided into a series of segments, or how they
became divided into right and left sides with corresponding
organs, for such questions are almost beyond investigation."
The attempt of morphologists to solve even the simpler of
these phenomena, viz. metameric repetition, shows how true
Darwin's words remain even to-day.
It may, therefore, seem doubtful whether anything will be
gained by a new analysis of the problem of metamerism, or by
a critical consideration of the numerous theories already
advanced. It would certainly be unwise to add any new
speculation to that already afloat. In the following pages no
new theory is offered, and I have attempted no more than a
consideration of those methods which have proved sterile or
erroneous as contrasted with the methods that have been
fruitful and suggestive.
During the last fifteen years the methods of the phylo-
genists have been applied to the solution of metameric repe-
tition. Comparative anatomy has been the point of departure;
but speculation has leaped far beyond its legitimate boundaries.
The results have shown that the method of phylogenetic inter-
pretation is subjective rather than objective, and the conclu-
sions have given, therefore, at most a probable course of
evolution, and often only a conceivable process of transition.
It is only fair to say that in many cases the speculation has
been advanced tentatively, as suggestion rather than conclu-
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sion, and the admirable work on which the speculation has
been based has been in no degree vitiated by the attempts of
the authors to push their conclusions beyond the limits
deducible from their immediate results.
The Coelenterates have formed the basis of Sedgwick's theory
(34) of the origin of metamerism. The radial actinian has
been worked over into a bilateral metameric form, and all the
details of structure of the higher forms (ccelom, nephridia,
gill-slits, trachea, &c.) have been evolved from the hypothetical
actinian ancestor. Wilson (37) has supported the same view,
" but only as a suggestion for further investigation of the
facts." The Turbellaria have been the starting-point of Lang
(25) and Meyer (29); but each author has described an
entirely different course of transition from the flat-worm to
the Annelid.
The Nemertian claims have been pressed forward by
Hubrecht (22) and Balfour (2), and hinted at by others.
The Echinoderms have proved refractory, yet Wagner1 has
made out a possible phylogeny from these to metameric forms,
and Haeckel (15) reversing the process, made a star-fish out
of five fused Annelids.
The Enteropneusta, declared unsegmented by Bateson (3)
and segmented (32) by the present writer, have been believed,
nevertheless, by both authors to throw light upon the problem
of metamerism.
With this divergence of opinion it is not surprising to find
as great a divergence of method. In one case a radial foi'm
has given the starting-point, in the others a bilateral form.
But the ways in which bilateral forms have been transformed
into the metameric form have been very different. The budding
theory has played perhaps the most conspicuous part. Nearly
all of the older writers looked upon segmented forms as
animal colonies—Quatrefages, Cuvier, Owen, Duges, Geoffroy-
St. Hilaire, Lacaze-Duthier, Herbert Spencer, and Perrier.
The same idea is often found in later speculation as well. In
1
 Quoted on the authority of Meyer (29). I have not been able to find
the original,
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the budding theory a short bilateral form is supposed to have
elongated by a repetition of itself to form a long chain of
united individuals. Other authors—Hubrecht, Lang, Meyer
—have supposed metameric repetition to have appeared in a
long animal which split up secondarily. Hubrecht (22, 23)
has supposed that a long animal, such as a Nemertian, is con-
tinually in dauger of injury from without, and the animal has
met this danger by acquiring a remarkable power of regenera-
tion ! Those animals that had the main organs of the body
repeated were better able to regenerate any pieces that were
broken off; for such pieces would contain, in all probability,
all of the essential organs of the body.
Lang's (23) description of the origin of metameric repetition
from the flat-worm, Gunda segmentata , is too well known
to need rehearsal.
In this elongated form the repetition of the digestive diver-
ticula have been the centres around which the metameres have
been built up.
Meyer (29) has contended that the repetition of the meta-
raeres is an expression of the alternate bendings of the sides of
the body of a free-swimming elongated worm. A pair of elon-
gated gonad-pouches have been broken up into a series of meta-
meric compartments, owing to the swimming movements of the
body, and around these as centres the metameres have evolved.
The attempts to find the solution of metamerism within the
metameric groups have been equally unsuccessful. The
simpler Annelids, such as Polygordius and Protodrilus, have
been interpreted as archaic forms by Hatschek. This explana-
tion has been rejected by Kleinenberg, Eisig, and Meyer. The
lower Vertebrates have been equally difficult to interpret.
Lankester (28) found that the tail of Appendicularia showed
muscle-plates with corresponding ganglia in the nerve-cord.
The Ascidian larva has no similar structures. Brooks (8) has
argued that Appendicularia is a very old archaic form; while
Willey (39) has interpreted the tadpole larva of the Ascidians
as a secondary larval form derived from a fixed ancestor. By
inference, therefore, Appendicularia is a sexually mature larva,
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and its segmented tail either an antefact or a secondary
acquirement.
Bateson (3) has attempted to show that Balanoglossus is
related to the Chordata, and is unsegmented. I (32) have
defended the same supposed relationship, and described
Balanoglossus as segmented. Spengel (36) believes Balano-
glossus not to be related at all to the Chordata.
Amphioxus is a typically segmented form, but has given no
clue as to the origin of its metamerism.
By many morphologists (Semper, Dohrn, Van Wijhe, Minot,
&c.) the group Chordata is supposed to be derived directly
from segmented Annelids. But the Annelid-vertebral con-
nection has as many opponents as defenders, and is one of
the most illustrious results of the phylogenetic method.
It must be admitted, of course, that morphologists are
dealing with complex and difficult problems in attempting to
unravel the past connections between the larger phyla of the
animal kingdom, and that their speculations have been in
many cases ingenious working hypotheses ; but the results
show, I think, that the method is easily carried too far, and
that, after many trials, it has not led us to any definite con-
clusion.
Ontogeny has been also fruitful in speculation. The cry
has been that Ontogeny tended to repeat Phylogeny, and
larval forms without end have been set up as archaic
remains.
The rise, culmination, and decline (?) of the Gastraea theory
illustrates in a concrete case the history of the ontogenetic
method; and the Nauplius theory teaches a lesson of caution
that ought not to be forgotten. The coelom theory, built up
on the splendid results of Agassiz, Metschnikoff, Kowalewski,
Lankester, Hatschek, and Hertwig, while a most suggestive
working hypothesis, has led to no settled conclusion; for the
well-ascertained fact that in many groups (Sagitta, Amphioxus,
Brachiopods, Echinoderms, &c.) gut-pouches give rise to the
coelom has not led us to any decision as to whether we
have here an ontogenetic performance or a phylogenetic repe-
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tition. In the Annelids, for instance, where there is a typical
ccelom developed, there are no traces of gut-pouches, and
this has to be interpreted as a secondary loss. Hatschek has
suggestively remarked (15), " The two mesodermal teloblasts
may correspond to the coelom-sacs from which they were
derived by a reduction in the number of their cells. In fact,
we find this method of formation only in those cases where the
number of cells of the embryo is very small."
Whatever be the conclusion reached as to the formation of
the cceloin, we shall still be far from a decision as to how and
when the coelom repeated itself in the metameric forms.
The trochosphere of the Annelids, Mollusca, and Mollus-
coidea (?) has been utilised by Hatschek to support the whole
family tree of the higher Metazoa (the Vertebrates perhaps
excepted).
Kleinenberg has interpreted the trochosphere as a recapitula-
tion of a hydro-medusa. E. B. Wilson and others have rejected
the trochosphere ancestry, and believe the larva to be cceno-
geuic. Whitman wrote in 1887, " In spite of volumes
devoted to the discussion of the subject, the larva of Poly-
gordius still remains a morphological puzzle."
The trochosphere theory got a strong support from Semper's
discovery of Trochosphsera sequatorialis.1 Even Kor-
schelt and Heider, who, as a rule, are most circumspect in
accepting embryological speculation, wrote in 1890, " Hochst
wahrscheinlich liegt in der Trochophora der Anneliden die
ontogenetische Recapitulation einer Stammform vor, welche
den Anneliden Mollusken und Molluscoiden gemeinsam war
und von der aus sich diese Thierstamme als selbststtindige
Gruppen abzweigten."
Recognising the relationship existing between the trocho-
sphere larva of Mollusca and Annelida, embryologists have not
been satisfied to postulate only the archaic nature of the larva,
1
 Semper's Rotifer was known long before Hatschek's theory, and sug-
gested to me the name " trochosphere" for the larval form (' Devel. of
Lynneeus,' 1875), which some years later Hatschek adopted from me with
the change of the word to " trochophoie."—E. RAY LANKESTEB.
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but have gone further, and postulated it as the ancestral adult.
They have been led to believe that such a minute few-celled
larva has evolved into the complicated segmented Annelid, and
into the equally complicated but unsegmented Mollusc. The
resemblances between the adult Mollusc and Annelid they
have been, content to call " parallel developments."
For all the evidence we have at present we might satisfy the
facts just as well by assuming that a large many-celled unseg-
mented form stood as the bottom of these two groups, having
ii trochosphere as its larval form. The Rotifers and related
forms would then be interpreted as arrested forms. The
one conclusion would be, I think, as justifiable and as
easily maintained as the other, and both impossible to
demonstrate.
In the face of so much conflicting embryological indecision,
it seems to me we have in reality arrived with certainty no
nearer to the solution of metamerism.
There have been only a few attempts to explain the meta-
meric repetition as the result of mechanical action. Hu-
brecht's (22) explanation for the Nemertian is scarcely a me-
chanical explanation, since it presupposes a repetition of parts
and an ability to regenerate in the worm itself. Kennel's (24)
ingenious attempt to interpret division of animals as the result
of external stimuli is scarcely a mechanical explanation.
His (19) has attempted to explain the metamerism of the
Vertebrate as an embryological phenomenon—as the result
of series of breaks occurring in the two lateral mesodermic
sheets of the embryo. Meyer's (29) view, referred to above, is
distinctly a mechanical hypothesis. The repetition that he
assumes to have come into a long Nemerto-Turbellarian an-
cestor was the result of the movements of the body in swim-
ming. Many objections are easily raised against Meyer's
romantic speculation. As Hatschek has pointed out, those
Annelids that are adapted for swimming are heteronomously
segmented, while Meyer's hypothesis seems to demand first a
homonomously segmented form as the result of its own activity.
In the second place Meyer's sketch starts off on Lamarckian
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principles. Although many naturalists still admit the 'prin-
ciple of use and disuse as a factor of organic evolution, perhaps
an equally large number reject the explanation. Hence, until
we get definite proof of the truth or falsity of any such theory,
it ought not to be used as the starting-point on which to build
up other or new theories.
Caldwell (11) has offered a brief and interesting attempt to
explain metameric repetition. So brief, indeed, is the presenta-
tion, and so obscurely worded, that I am not certain that I
have entirely understood the meaning of the author. It is a
mechanical theory par excellence. The theory assumes
that as early as the blastula1 stage the endoderm, as well as
the mesoderm, is represented in cells or groups of cells at the
surface of the sphere. Now the endoderm may before inva-
gination get separated into two parts, owing to an early
elongation of the blastula, so that when gastrulation sets in it
may take place at two regions of the surface. One of the
regions may contain much more endoderm than another,
giving an oral or an anal gastrulation as a result. Similarly
the mesodermal " Anlage " may be pulled apart and turn in with
the endoderm at one region or the other, or may even have
been left along the line where the two endodermal masses
separated.
In many cases the whole of the mesoderm may be turned
into the gastrula cavity with the endoderm, and subsequently
set itself free from the endoderm by one, two, or many gut-
pouches. When many gut-pouches arise, they mark the be-
ginning of metameric repetition. The reason for many pouches
appearing in some forms is to be explained as due to an early
elongation of the invaginated endoderm forming the archen-
teron, so that the mesodermal "Anlagen" get pulled out and
broken apart .
If, as Caldwell supposed, there is pre-formation for the
mesoderm, there must be for all the other organs of the body,
and this the author admitted.
1
 The author says planula, which makes his explanation obscure ; unless
he means technically a blastula.
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It is difficult to see how by simple elongation of a larva to
meet a supposed larval advantage, in the first place the
organs in the ectoderm should get separated into exactly the
same number as the number of gut-pouches, and in the second
place that all of these should correspond so as to give organs
repeated symmetrically in both ectoderm and mesoderm. I
cannot, I admit, resist the conviction that metameric repeti-
tion is far too difficult and fundamental a problem to be ex-
plained as the result of mechanically pulling out the supposed
Anlagen of all the organs of the body.
The phenomena of metameric repetition and apical growth
are closely associated together. Whether the latter stands in
any causal relation to the first cannot be definitely asserted, or
if it could we should have no means of determining whether
the relation is an ontogenetic or a phylogenetic one j whether
the apical elongation was established in the embryo or in the
adult (if, indeed, we can draw any line of any value between
the embryonic and adult appearance of any organs).
Nevertheless it is important to emphasise the fact of the
connection, for we find both in Vertebrates and Annelids the
two phenomena closely bound up together. Further, we have
the interesting case of the star-fishes and brittle-stars, where
at five radial points there is apical growth, and the five arms
are segmented. In the higher plants also there is a repetition
of similar parts (phytomeres) and apical growth.
Whether the repetition of the calcareous skeleton and tube-
feet of the arm of a star-fish is a repetition comparable to the
repetition in the Vertebrate and Annelid will depend largely
upon definition of terms. As to the fact of a symmetrical
repetition and the presence of apical growth there can be no
question, and that is the main point. There are no grounds
for assuming that the repetition of the parts of the star-fish
arm was ever connected with any attempt of the animal, in the
past, to reproduce itself at five equidistant points, nor would
such a suggestion be believed by anybody for a moment. The
method of growth in these arms, where there is a terminal
piece carrying the eyes and a subterminal growing region,
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is so similar to the method of elongation of the Annelid body
that even the most casual observer must be impressed by the
comparison. The greatest drawback to any attempt to refer
the two cases to a common method of growth (not pbylo-
genetiCj of course) would probably be met by the statement
that the repetition of a metamere is something entirely
different from the repetition of the vertebral ridge in the star-
fish's arm. If we can succeed in breaking down this conven-
tional and artificial definition of the value of metameric
repetition as compared with other repetitions of the body we
shall have made a step forward I am confident. This question
will be more fully dealt with in the next section.
I have asked the opinion of eminent botanists on several
occasions as to the meaning of the repetition of the parts of
the higher plants, particularly the Phanerogams. So far as I
can learn, the botanical phylogenists have not had a much
better time of it than the zoological phylogenists. The former
have had the immense advantage of much palaeontological ma-
terial, but, as I understand, even with this the great gaps come
just where the evidence is most wanted. I have not, however,
found any botanist who believed that in the past a single stem
and leaf or two leaves (phytomeres) represented the ancestral
plant which grew long by repeating itself, as the embryo
plant does at present.
Haeckel, in his ' Generelle Morphologie/ 1866, used the
term " promorphology " to include the fundamental relations of
the parts of an animal to one another, in the same sense that
the relations of the axes of a crystal are the expression of its
form. The aim of promorphology, Haeckel said, is to deter-
mine the ideal fundamental form by a process of abstraction,
and to discover the natural laws according to which organic
matter develops its outer form. The relation of the parts, i.e.
the form, results with absolute necessity from the architectural
union of the constituent parts, in the same sense that an inor-
ganic crystalline form results from the union of crystalline
material, and from its relation to its environment.
Whether morphology will be ultimately driven to an inter-
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pretation of the symmetry of organic form as the expression of
physical laws of protoplasm, rather than due to slow adapta-
t ion of an amorphous or irregular substance to its surround-
ings, is too large a question to attempt to discuss. Whatever
the explanation may be, tliere are certain well-established facts
in this connection that have, it seems to me, an important
bearing on metameric repetition.
The relation existing between bilateral and radial symmetry
is one of the most suggestive fields of promorphology. We
get from this source more suggestion as to a possible interpre-
tation of the facts of metameric repetition than from any other
source. It would lead too far to attempt anything like a full
discussion, but I may cite two cases that will serve as simple
illustrations of a large field of inquiry.
The radial symmetry of a sea-urchin is a very perfect type of
five-rayed structure. The test, made up of a mosaic work of
calcareous plates, is a marvellous piece of detailed fitting. Yet
there are several cases on record of individuals that have a
sixth ray (antimere) introduced. Each of the six antimeres
may be a perfect copy of the others, as well as of the normal.1
The same condition is not uncommon in the star-fish and other
Echinoderms, but owing to the lack of a mosaic calcareous
skeleton the result is not so impressive.
Again, in other individuals one of the five antimeres may be
entirely or in part omitted, and yet the surface shows a perfect
symmetry. The point here to be emphasised is that a whole
section of the body (antimere) may be introduced or omitted,
involving the introduction or loss of all the organs belonging
to such a division.
More remarkable still are the triangular tapeworms de-
scribed by Leuckart and others. A strongly marked bilateral
animal repeats occasionally one of its halves, so that we may
paradoxically speak of the worm as composed of three halves.
Instead of a somewhat flattened bilateral animal, there results
1
 Bateson points out two cases which are to be distinguished. There may
be adivision iato two of one antimere, or there may be a r e d i s t r i b u t i o n of
the whole material into six parts. The text refers to the latter.
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a radial (triradiate) form, having three sets of longitudinal
organs where normally there are only two. Two other facts
in connection with these variations ought to be emphasised.
The scolices of the tapeworms arise on the large bladderworm
by invagination of the surface wall. The relation of the inva-
gination to the surface of the sphere is a radial rather than a
bilateral relation, and it is interesting to find this occasionally
expressed in the triangular scolices. In the second place,
Leuckart records finding on the same bladder (Cysticercus)
both radial and bilateral scolices. This seems to show that the
radial type need not have come in from egg variation, but is
the result of conditions acting at the time of the formation of
the scolices.
Now both of these cases, the sea-urchin and the triangular
tapeworms, show that a complete section of the body may be
repeated and intercalated symmetrically amongst the other
parts. The new portion has appeared at once and fully
equipped, duplicating the structures of the body that lie in a
similar axial position.
These and many other similar cases show us, I think, very
positively that the variations appearing in a radial animal
must have come simultaneously and all together into the anti-
meres.
Moreover I think no one will doubt that the relation
existing between the repeated organs in a radiate animal is at
bottom the same relation existing between the right and left
sides of the body of a bilateral animal.
Mivart (31) and Brooks (9) have emphasised the further fact
that the relation between the right and left sides of the body
is the same relation that exists between the serially repeated
parts of a metameric animal.
If this line of argument be admitted, it puts the problem of
metamerism into a large category of well-established facts.
That the final explanations of these facts is closely bound up
with the solution of some of the most fundamental problems
of biology is self-evident.
To hope, therefore, to solve the problem of metamerism in
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the simple ways already tried by phylogenists and embryo-
logists is, it seems to me, a vain hope. But a more vigorous
study of the facts of metameric repetition from the standpoint
reached above might lead us in the right direction. A
study of a larger number of facts than we possess at present
will at least tell us whether or not metamerism is to be re-
ferred to this category. If this should prove true, we shall
know where to search for the key to the problem. Even if
there is no immediate hope of reaching a definite conclusion,
yet we shall have gained much if we can find in what direction
the solution lies.
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATES 40—43,
Illustrating Mr. T. H. Morgan's paper, " A Study of
Metamerism."
PLATE 40.
Type forms of modification of metameres of Annelids. See pages 395 to 403.
FIG. I, A, B, c.—Compound metamere (split metamere), as seen from dorsal
(A), ventral (B) side, and reconstructed in c, as seen from above.
FIG. II, A B c—Modification of last.
FIG. I l l , A B c.—Inserted half-metamere.
FIG. IV, A B o.—Double 'Compound metamere.
FIG. V, A B C.—Failure of lines to meet dorsally.
FIG, VI, A, B, c.—Spiral of two metameres.
FIG. VII, A, B, c.—Spiral, with one more half-metamere on one side than on
other. In all five half-metameres.
FIG. VIII, A, B, c.—Spiral, with same number of half-metameres on each
side. In all six half-metameres.
FIG. IX, A, B, c.—Spiral of type VII, but longer.
FIG. X, A, B, c.—Spiral of type VIII, but longer.
FIG. XI, A, B.—Spiral of type VIII, but still longer.
FIG. XII, A, B, c.—Spiral formed by combination of half-compound meta-
meres.
FIG. XIII.—Spiral, in part a double-spiral, formed by introduction of
hair-compound metameres.
FIG. XIV.—Spiral, in part a double-spiral, formed by the introduction of
a half-double-compound metamere.
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PLATE 41.
All figures are from the anterior end of L. (Allolobophora) fffitidus.
See text pages 407 to 418.
PIG. 1, A B.—Fourth metamere, incompletely developed on right side.
FIG. 2, A B.—Second metamere, ditto.
PIG. 3, A B.—Fifth ditto, left side.
Fio. 4.—Failure of septal line between 9th and 10th metameres to meet
above.
FIG. 5.—Ditto between 5th and 6th ditto.
FIG. 6.—Ditto 4th and 5th ditto.
FIG. 7.—Ditto 3rd and 4th ditto.
FIG. 8.—Ditto 13th and 14th ditto.
FIG. 9.—Ditto 12th and 13th ditto.
FIG. 10.—Ditto 11th and 12th ditto.
FIG. 11, A B.—Ditto 1st and 2nd below.
FIG. 12—Ditto 13th and 14th below.
FIG. 13.—Ditto 5th and 6th at side.
FIG. 14.—Spiral of category vm, involving 7th, 8th, and 9th metameres.
FIG. 15.—Ditto, involving 12th, 13th, and 14th.
FIG. 16.—Ditto, 11th, 12th, and 13th.
FIG. 17.—Ditto, 12th, 13th, and 14th.
FIG. 18.—Ditto category x, involving 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th.
FIG. 19.—Ditto, 11th, 12th, 13th, and 14th.
FIG. 20, A, B, O.—Ditto category VII, involving 2nd, 3rd, and 4th.
FIG. 21, A, B, c—Ditto, 9th, 10th, and 11th.
FIG. 22, A, B, C.—Ditto category ix, involving 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th ditto.
FIG. 23, A B, O D.—Two modifications—categories n and v.
FIG. 24, A B C.—Short spiral; origin doubtful.
FIG. 25, A B C.—Spiral vm and compound metamere I combined.
FIG. 26.—Spiral of category vm, very long, involving 11th—24th meta-
meres.
FIG. 27, A B C.—Ditto, long, involving 10th—16th.
FIG. 28.—Ditto, 13th—24th.
FIG. 29, A B C.—Spiral category VII, involving 14th, 15th, and 16th.
FIG. 30, A B C.—Ditto category vm, involving 15th, 16th, and 17th.
FIG. 31, A B.—Ditto, 15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th.
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FIG. 32, A B.—Ditto, 15th, 16th, and 17th.
PIG. 33, A B.—With compound metamere 10—^.
PIG. 34, A B.—Ditto 7—|. Also category v.
FIG. 35, A B c—Ditto 9—&. Also category n.
PIG. 36, A B C.—Spiral vn, involving 11th, 12th, and 13th metameres.
PIG. 37, A B C—Compound metamere 12—\%.
PIG. 38, A B c—Category n.
FIG. 39, A B C.—Compound metamere 15—£f.
PIG. 40, A B.—Spiral vn, involving 8th, 9th, and 10th. Also another
modification.
FIG. 41, A B C.—Pour compound metameres i and spiral vn.
PIG. 42, A B C.—Compound metamere 3—f, followed by complicated spiral.
PIG. 43, A B C.—Two spirals vn, and compound metamere II.
PIG. 44, A B.—Compound metamere 6—?•. Spiral vn. Compound meta-
mere 13—j-f.
FIG. 45, A B C.—Intercalated half .metamere 15. in. Spiral involving
15th—19th metameres.
FIG. 46, A B C.—A much modified anterior end. See construction c.
PLATE 42.
All figures of L. foetidus except Fig. 74 (L. terrestris).
FIG. 47.—All of the abnormalities drawn from one very abnormal worm.
The numbers inserted between the spirals, compound metameres, &c, give
the number of normal rings that have been omitted.
PIGS. 48—50.—Vasa deferentia opening on different metameres. The
figures as seen from below.
PIGS. 51, 52.—Vasa deferentia doubled on one side. Seen from below.
FIGS. 53—55.—Both vasa deferentia on 10th, 12th, and 14th metameres
respectively. Projections from above.
FIGS. 56—58.—Vasa deferentia on alternate segments. Diagram as seen
from above, so that right and left of Figs. 53—60 are reversed as compared
with Figs. 48—52 (below).
PIGS. 59, 60.—Vas deferens doubled on one side. Projections from above.
FIGS. 61—64.—Dissections of compound metameres to show arrangement
of septa, &c.
PIGS. 65—70.—Dissection of spirals to show condition of septa.
FIG. 71.—Failure of surface line to meet above. Septa were normal.
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PIG. 72, A B.—Disagreement between surface line (A) and septa (B).
FIG, 73.—Dissection of a compound metamere. Septa do not agree with
surface lines.
FIG. 74, AB.—Vas deferens doubled on right side. L. terrestris .
FIGS. 75—78.—Abnormal arrangement of metameres in young worms at
time of emergence from coccoon. Eig. 75, category i; Fig. 76, category vii;
Fig. 77, category vin; Fig. 78, category x (PI. 40).
PLATE 43.
FIGS. 79—81.—Eegenerating posterior ends of the body of L. fcetidus,
See text for description.
FIGS. 82—85.—Abnormal arrangement of the metameres in Amphinome.
FIGS. 86—88.—Abnormal arrangements of the rings of leeches (Macrob-
dilla decora).
FIG. 89, A B C.—Compound metamere 5—f in abdomen of locust.
FIGS. 90—95.—Abnormal arrangements of the rings of the lobster,
Homarus americanus.
FIG. 96.—Nine segments of the arm of a brittle-star (Ophiuridea) from
Jamaica, as seen from below. Every fourth segment is a pigmented colour-ring.
FIG. 97.—Nine segments of another individual, showing the middle pig-
mented ring broken.
FIG. 98.—TO show a further separation of colour-rings.
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